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Where will Forest School take place?
Location of Forest School Site – Wildlife Garden – Cippenham:



The Forest School site is located in the Wildlife Area at the end of the field, which
is shared with Cippenham School
The site’s boundaries are comprised of:
 Locked gate to the entrance of the field
 Chain-link fencing to two perpendicular sides along the entire site
 Metal fencing along one side bordering CS site (including gated entrance to
primary school.)
 Stop signs in place and explained to all learners

Address:
Cippenham Nursery School
St Andrew’s Way
Cippenham, Slough
Berkshire SL1 5NL
Tel:
01628 661506
Email: office@cns.slough.sch.uk
Web: https://www.cippenhamnurseryschool.co.uk/
Forest School Leaders:
Kate Lacey
Helen Hammett
Basia Dowling
OS Grid Reference:
SU937806
30U6630685709955
Mobile Telephone Number whilst at Forest School:



Mobile phone belonging to Kate Lacey (Forest School Leader)
Tel: 07881 911973
Accessing the Forest School Site – Wildlife Garden (Cippenham Nursery
School:)






FSL 1 to close main gate to walkway, unlock/lock green gate to field, open/close
wooden gates
FSL 2 collect children and key person from group area and meet FSL1 at wooden
gates
FSLs 1 & 2 to position themselves at the front and end of the line, with Key
Person/Volunteers dispersed in the middle
Exit via the main wooden gates in outdoor learning area
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Enter field area via green gate
Walk across field to the Forest School site
Staffing to Child Ratios:





There must be a minimum of 2 adults on site, with the Forest School Leader
super numerate
All incident and emergency procedures are outlined for 2 adults to execute
effectively (see Incident and Emergency Procedures Policy)
Adults compromise of:
Adult
Adult 1
Adult 2
Adult 3

Role
Forest School Leader
Forest School Leader
Key Person and/or volunteer

Walking Route to Forest School:








Conduct a head count before leaving
FSL 1 to close main gate to walkway, unlock/lock green gate to field, open/close
wooden gates
FSL 2 collect children and key person from group area and meet FSL1 at wooden
gates
FSLs 1 & 2 to position themselves at the front and end of the line, with Key
Person/Volunteers dispersed in the middle
Exit via the main wooden gates in outdoor learning area
Enter field area via green gate
Walk across field to the Forest School site
Entering the Forest School site:






Once all Learners have arrived at the Forest School site, they should enter
through the wooden archway and make their way behind the Forest School
Leader to Base Camp
All Learners must enter Base Camp from behind the log seating NOT directly
through the circle
Learners will select their seat
Once all Learners are seated, the Forest School Leader will conduct another
head count to ensure that everyone is present and correct
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What is Forest School?
“Forest School is an inspirational process that offers ALL learners
regular opportunities to achieve, develop confidence and self-esteem,
through hands-on learning experiences in a woodland or natural
environment with trees. Forest School is a specialised learning
approach that sits within and compliments the wider context of outdoor
and woodland education.”
Forest School has 6 key principles:
1. Forest School is a long-term process, with frequent and regular
sessions other than a one-off visit. Planning, adaptation,
observations and reviewing are integral elements of Forest School.
2. Forest School takes place in a woodland or natural wooded
environment to support the development of a relationship between
the learner and the natural world.
3. Forest School aims to promote the holistic development of all those
involved, fostering resilient, confident, independent and creative
learners.
4. Forest School offers learners the opportunity to take supported risks
appropriate to the environment and to themselves.
5. Forest School is run by qualified Forest School Practitioners who
continually maintain and develop their professional practice.
6. Forest School uses a range of learner-centred processes to create a
community for development and learning.

http://www.forestschoolassociation.org/
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Forest School Expectations
We show respect and leave the site as we found it:
 We enter our Forest School site knowing that certain expectations are in
place
 We explore and enjoy our Forest School site and do so in a way that will
protect and not damage it
 We understand that we are working within the home of plants and animals
and must respect their environment
We stay within the boundary fence – we do not go over it, under it or
through it:
 Before the session begins, the Forest School leader, school staff participating
in Forest School Sessions and volunteers will discuss and agree where the
learners can explore and identify the boundaries
 Boundaries may be fixed or temporary:
Fixed boundaries are denoted by a permanent wooden fence and bramble
and/or shrubbed hedging to one side
 Boundaries are marked with a ‘STOP Hand’
No pick no lick:
 Do not pick anything that is growing
 Do not put your fingers or anything else in your mouth
 Use water and or wipes and anti-bacterial gel to clean your hands
Tools must only be used alongside an adult in designated area.

We follow the Golden Rules:
 We listen
 We are kind and helpful
 We are honest
 We are gentle
 We look after our property and the environment
 We work hard and try our best
Sticks and Stones:
 We are allowed to explore sticks and stones
 We must consider how close we are to others
 We must never throw or fight with sticks and stones
 Sticks can only be picked up from the ground or selected from the ‘Wood for
Building’ store if we are bush crafting
 We do not pull or snap twigs/branches from trees
 We ask an adult and/or other learners to help us carry large sticks or heavy
stones
“1-2-3-Base Camp!” is the signal to stop activities and walk back to Base
Camp
If you see something that is unsafe or are unsure of what it is, do not touch
it and tell an adult straight away
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Collecting Wood:
 There are four thicknesses of wood that we collect to help us during activities
– thin (similar to a matchstick); regular (similar to a pencil); thick (similar to an
adult’s thumb); extra-thick (the size of an adult’s wrist)
 Wood can be brought to forest school site from forest school leaders and can
be used during Forest School activities
 Where there is an opportunity to collect sticks, it should be done sparingly
and thoughtfully, so that habitats remain intact
Eating and Drinking:
 Learners should not put anything in their mouth that is found on the Forest
School site
 The only exception to this is if the Forest School session has been specifically
planned for this purpose (E.g. Cooking on a fire; blackberry picking etc.)
 At snack time, learners will use wet wipes and anti-bacterial hand wash to
clean their hands. Any litter will be placed into a plastic bag and taken away
for disposal
 Drinks and a snack will be brought over in reusable containers.
Rope and String:
 Rope and string can be used during the building process to secure structures,
mark boundaries and use for creative activities
 It must never be used on a learner (child or adult)
 Adults are encouraged to model appropriate knot skills and support the
learners (children) to talk through their ideas
 Ropes that are used to denote boundaries should have a stop sign on them.
Lifting and Carrying:
 Learners are encouraged to explore their physical strength through rolling,
lifting, digging and pulling materials
 Bending our knees and keeping our back straight model safe lifting
 Ask adults and other learners to help you pick up heavier items
 We only lift items that can be picked up safely
Digging:
 Digging should only be done in the designated area
 When looking for insects in other areas, learners are permitted to use a small
stick to manipulate the soil
 Large holes should not be made
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Fire:
 The Forest School Leader will co-ordinate the fire lighting operation
 All adults will be informed before the start of the session
 A lit fire will not be left unattended at any point
 A fire cannot be lit until it has been confirmed to all that our fire safety
equipment is in place
 Open fires will be built within a fire square
 There will be no running past the fire circle
 No items are to be carried and placed within the fire circle unless by an adult
 You must step out of the circle and walk around the outside edge if you want
to move around the fire circle
 Even when the fire is unlit, we will treat it as if it is lit

Tools:
 We will use all tools correctly and wear the appropriate safety equipment
when working with them
 We will only use tools with an adult
 We will use tools in the designated area
 We will use the appropriate tool for the task
Toileting:
 We will use the toilet before we go to Forest School
 If we need the toilet during Forest School, we will ask an adult, who will show
us our toilet area behind base camp.
 We will wash/gel our hands.
 We will continue with Forest School.
Tree Climbing:
 An adult must be nearby when wanting to climb trees at Forest School to offer
help and encouragement
 We will only climb trees that have been identified as suitable for climbing
 We will check the ground below the tree for sharp objects and ask an adult to
remove them
 We will check for loose and rotten branches
 Learners can explore the tree up to a height of 1½m
Leaving the Forest School site:
 We work on the premise: ‘Leave nothing but footprints. Take nothing but
photographs’
 Shelters should be taken down at the end of the session and wood put
back in the areas it was found
 Resources we have brought with us must be taken back
 All rubbish must be taken off site and disposed of
 The area must be left tidy before we leave
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The Countryside Code
There are five sections of The Countryside Code dedicated to helping us learn
how to respect, protect and enjoy the countryside:

Be safe, plan
ahead and
follow any signs
Leave gates and
property as you
find them
Protect plants and
animals and take
your litter home

Keep dogs
under control
Should a dog enter the Forest School site,
children and adults should assume the ‘X-factor’
position – arms in and crossed over; head looking
down at the ground

Consider other
people
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Forest School Routines – Procedures and Session Plans

Procedures to be carried out before each session:










A thorough safety sweep of the site to be completed before each session to
check for any litter, glass, animal faeces etc. Any such items should be collected
using plastic bags and disposable gloves
A written record must be kept of each sweep. This should state if any hazards
were found and how they were dealt with
The conditions of boundaries (E.g. Fencing, ropes etc.), gates and hedges should
be checked to ensure that they are secure and safe
Trees should be checked for any broken or dead branches, which may fall
Check that there are no dead twigs etc. protruding at eye-level from bushes etc.
Check the weather conditions. If it is likely a thunderstorm is imminent or has
commenced, then it is not advisable to carry out a Forest School session in forest
school site but to use yellow room.
Meet with all adults participating in the Forest School session to discuss and
agree expectations and share planning, learning objectives/ outcomes, discuss
strategies for supporting children’s learning and observational opportunities and
designated duties for the session
Collect medical bags (yellow or red) take to site, and hang in base camp.
Session Plan:














Greet the learning group, take the register, discuss safety issues of the day,
collect medication
Walk to area discussing things to be seen on the way
Count learners on arrival
Recap safety issues of the day
Walk to base camp
Sit down, discuss expectations and any safety issues again
Listening and/or mindfulness activity
Introduce activity and remind learners of activities on offer
Complete focus activity (more directed in early sessions)
Learners self-select activities – personalised learning (more directed in early
sessions)
Base camp snack/drink – ensure wet wipes and/or water are available for
cleaning hands
Reflection of session and allow learners to choose to feedback
Procedures to be carried out at the end of each session:










Clear everything away
Ensure that the fire is completely extinguished
Count all the tools back into the storage bags and boxes
Line up learners and conduct a head count
Walk to exit of Forest School site and count learners
Return through green gates and back through wooden nursery gate,
Collect any assessment sheets or observations from the adults reflect with adults
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Legislative Considerations (and Health & Safety Policies)

Health and Safety at Work Act (HASWA):



The HASWA outlines the responsibilities of employers and also of employees
The main considerations relevant to Forest School are illustrated below

Employers must…
How we will do this at Forest School…
Tell you about risks to your health and  Adults will be given a copy of the risk
safety
assessment to read prior to attending
a Forest School session
Tell you how to do your job safely
 The Forest School Leader will
introduce and explain the activities to
supporting adults and advise of any
safety considerations
Ensure that safe working practices and  Records will be kept and reviewed of
appropriate policies are in place to
any accidents/incidents to identify
safeguard its staff and users
whether they could have been
avoided
 Appropriate changes reflecting the
review will be made to procedures
and policies if necessary
Inform you how to get First Aid
 The Forest School Leader and
supporting school staff will have an
up-to-date First Aid Certification
 A First Aid kit will be in wooden shed
at Forest School
This will be checked prior to the
session and all medication (including
that of adults) will be stored
appropriately
 A list of learners’ medical information
will be kept with red or yellow medical
bags
 Adults will be informed of learners’
conditions, those needing treatment
and signs and symptoms to look out
for
 Visitors will be required to complete a
medical information sheet
 First Aid will be administered as
required
Tell you what to do in an emergency
 All adults will be given a copy of the
Emergency Procedures prior to
attending Forest School sessions.
These are also made available on
site when attending Forest School
Sessions
Provide you with any protection you may  Safety equipment will be given to
need to fulfill your role
anyone who requires it
Take care of their own health and safety  Adults to actively manage risks by
and that of people who may be affected
either reporting them, or removing
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by what they do (or don’t do)
Cooperate with others on health and 
safety, and not interfere with, or misuse,
anything provided for health, safety or
welfare



them where possible (providing it is
safe to do so)
Follow the health and safety advice
given during the session by the
Forest School Leader
Seek advice if uncertain
Safety equipment should not be
interfered with (i.e. First Aid kit;
essential
equipment;
protective
equipment)

Safeguarding & Child Protection Policy:



A copy of this policy can be found in the Policy Folder
In nursery
Inclusion Policy:




A copy of the Equal Opportunities Policy can be found in the Policy Folder
Located in the nursery
Other applicable legislation taken into consideration includes:









Children’ Act 1989
Liability Insurance
Disability Discrimination Act
Race Relations Act
Sex Discrimination Act
Every Child Matters
Keeping Children Safe in Education 2018

Insurance Requirements:






QBE UK Limited
Name of Policy Holder: Slough Borough Council
Policy Number: Y096816QBE0121A
Date of commencement of insurance policy: 01-04-2021
Date of expiry of insurance policy: 21-03-2022
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Essential Equipment List



The following items should be taken water, clean cups, snack medical bags
Forest School session.
Items are located in labelled wooden shed which are listed below









Forest School Handbook & Policy Folder (in nursery)
Learning group registration sheet in a covered clipboard
Emergency contact numbers sheet (In nursery)
Mobile Phone
Map of Forest School Site (in handbook)
Emergency Red Card
Emergency Procedures Booklet

Medical Box: in shed

















Learners’ Medical Forms (in nursery)
First Aid Kit
First Aid Book
Pamphlet on Hypothermia & Lyme Disease
Nappy Sacks
Poisonous Plant Guide
Container for other medication
Protective vinyl gloves
Tissues & Wet Wipes
Scissors
Sun Cream (Factor 50)
2L Water Bottle (for drinking/washing)
Thermal Wrap Sheet
Insect Repellent
Anti-bacterial hand wash gel
20L Tippy Tap

Fire Bag (Red Backpack - in tool shed)











Newspaper
Firelighters
Safety Matches (Extra Long) & Striker (Flint & Steel)
Cotton wool
Fire Glove/Gauntlet
x3 Plastic Bags
Fire Blanket/Small Fire Extinguisher
5L Water Bottle (to be carried on trug)
Washing Up Liquid (to coat/wash pots and pans etc. after cooking)
Fire Safety Policy
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Clothing (all learners will have their personal Forest School clothing on
before session:)



Sleeping bag/Survival bag; Woollen blanket; Carry mat in wooden shed
Plastic bags for dirty/wet clothing

Toileting Considerations:



Learners will use the toilet before going to Forest School
If a learner requires the toilet whilst at Forest School, (s)he will be
accompanied to toilet on site, there is handsanitiserr available.

Poor Weather Procedures:








We will not attend Forest School if the conditions are considered to be
dangerous, such as in high winds, during thunderstorms, or during periods of
extreme cold
We will adhere to the BBC weather online forecast and using that information,
make a judgment about the expected conditions
The forest school leader will make the final decision deeming if the weather is
suitable for Forest School to take place
When it is wet, a trained adult will erect a shelter so that there is a sheltered
areas for the children to use.
Many of our activities can be carried out inside, such as tracking, sensory and
team games, aspects of craft, so no learner will miss out if conditions prevent
us from attending Forest School we can use the yellow room in nursery.
Forest School sessions will be rescheduled where they have been postponed
Forest School sessions will relocate to the Dance Studio
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Additional Equipment for Activities

Treasure Baskets

Bug Pot

Buckets
(x2)

Trowels
(x2)

Paint Strip
Cards
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Charcoal

Large Paint
Brushes

Egg Boxes

Water
(in Aqua Roll)

Flora & Fauna
Discovery
Book

Forest School
Books
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Magnifiers

Binoculars

Spotter
Charts

Scissors

Garden
Twine

Rope
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Dress Code at Forest School
Our Forest School sessions and events run in all weathers (with the exception of lightning storms and extremely high winds.) In
order to have a positive experience and enjoy the session, all learners (children and adults) need to dress appropriately and
according to the weather conditions. Our Clothing Policy provides guidelines, which you may find helpful.
We have a duty of care for all our learners and will make every effort to ensure that they are dressed appropriately (using spare
resources where possible.) However, we will not be able to take learners on site if they are inadequately dressed.
The following suggestions may help you to prepare for your session:

Your backpack should contain…











Backpack
Spare Clothes and Socks
Sun Cream
Insect Repellent
Anti-Bacterial Gel
Wet Wipes
Nappy Sacks (for rubbish)
Roll of pedal bin liners (for dirty clothes)
Medication (if required)
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Autumn (September – November)











Waterproof Jacket
Waterproof Trousers
Long Trousers
Long Sleeved T-Shirt
Fleece or Warm Jumper
Thick Socks
Welly Socks (optional)
Wellies or Sturdy Boots
Waterproof Gloves (E.g. Ski style gloves)
Woolly Hat
Please ensure that you include an additional 1-2 layers of clothing to keep yourself warm during the
session
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Winter (December - February)











Waterproof Jacket
Waterproof Trousers
Long Trousers (E.g. Salopettes)
Long Sleeved T-Shirt
Fleece or Warm Jumper
Thick Socks
Welly Socks (optional)
Wellies or Winter Boots
Waterproof Gloves (E.g. Ski style gloves)
Woolly Hat
Please ensure that you include an additional 3-4 layers of clothing to keep yourself warm during the
session
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Spring (March - May)












Waterproof Jacket
Waterproof Trousers
Long Trousers
Long Sleeved T-Shirt
Fleece or Warm Jumper
Thick Socks
Welly Socks (optional)
Wellies or Sturdy Boots
Waterproof Gloves (such as ski style gloves)
Woolly Hat
Summer Hat
Please ensure that you include an additional 1-2 layers of clothing to keep yourself warm during the
session
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Summer (June - August)










Waterproof Jacket
Waterproof Trousers
Long Trousers
Long Sleeved T-Shirt
Fleece or Warm Jumper
Thick Socks
Welly Socks (optional)
Wellies or Sturdy Boots
Summer Hat
Please ensure that you include an additional 1-2 layers of clothing to keep yourself warm during the
session
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Designated person responsibility for each Forest School session
Roles & Responsibilities of the Forest School Leader:




















Plan and lead all Forest School activities
Ensure that planned activities and resources available are within the capabilities
of the learners taking part
Treat the planning as a working document – amending planning ensures that an
inclusive curriculum is provided, which enables learners to achieve
Ensure that the correct ratio of DBS checked adults is adhered to and maintained
Take responsibility for discipline during Forest School sessions (refer to
Behaviour Policy)
Introduce, re-iterate and uphold behavioural, boundary and resource
expectations
Have an up to date Forest school First Aid and Safeguarding qualification
Ensure that medication and appropriate First Aid is available at every session
Assess and deal with any accidents and casualties
Administer First Aid
Ensure that all learners are adequately dressed for the weather
Ensure that adults participating understand their role in promoting emotional
intelligence, self-esteem and learning at Forest School
Carry out a daily risk assessment as described in the Risk Management Policy
Ensure all Forest School policies are regularly reviewed and that review is
informed by observations and developing knowledge of the Forest School setting
Model activities and observe learning
Set out and tidy equipment and materials
Photograph activities and record and update observations
Liaise with participating schools and other organisations and groups
Take personal responsibility for updating Forest School knowledge on a regular
basis of self and staff (as appropriate)
Roles and Responsibilities of the Emergency Responder and Forest School
Leader:










Re-enforce behavioural, boundary and resource expectations
Model activities and observe learning
Assist in setting out and tidying equipment and materials
Photograph activities and complete observations
Understand their role in promoting emotional intelligence, self-esteem and
learning at Forest School
Check First Aid kit and replenish as required
Administer First Aid
Take personal responsibility for updating Forest School knowledge on a regular
basis of self (as appropriate)
Roles & Responsibilities of Participating Adults:



Higher ratios of adults to learners are in place to ensure that Forest School
sessions are of high quality and learners have access to risk taking in a safe and
supported environment. It is expected that all adults will take an active part in all
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the activities. This will involve getting muddy and experiencing a range of unusual
activities outdoors
Wherever possible, Forest School aims to be learner led using a range of
activities. Adults are expected to support the learners and facilitate learning
rather than take over, to enable them to achieve a task and develop self-esteem
Adults should demonstrate how to do things, take an active role and extend
learning through open ended questioning, modeling new skills (E.g. Knot tying)
and sharing their enjoyment of their new experiences
Getting to know the learners, developing relationships and building trust is vital to
understanding and developing learners’ emotional needs
Other roles and responsibilities include:
 Ensure that before taking part, you have read the Forest School Handbook
and signed the policies and procedures in place
 Before the session takes place, take time to read through the planning and
refer to any related risk assessments contained in the red file associated with
the activity
 Alert the Forest School Leader immediately if anyone (adult or child) requires
First Aid, or has an accident – regardless of how minor
 ONLY use tools if the Forest School Leader has permitted you to do so
Follow the appropriate tool policy and lead by example when handling and
using tools
Report any concerns about the state of equipment immediately
 Lead by example and follow the Forest School Expectations and reinforce
them to learners throughout the session
 Be aware of the location of the First Aid kit (at Base Camp in the Medical Box
at the top of the wooden cupboard)
 Only tend the fire to extinguish it in an emergency, or if agreed beforehand
with the Forest School Leader and you feel comfortable in doing so
 Stay within the boundaries of the Forest School site and let the Forest School
Leader know if you need to leave the activity or area you are supervising
 Be aware that you are duty bound under the Health and Safety at Work Act to
work safely, take responsibility for your own safety and the implications of
your actions, and report or remove hazards as they occur
 Use your initiative
 Discretely gather observational notes on children according to the criteria
provided in the planning. Where possible, work with another adult (one to
interact and one to take notes) staff reflection time
 Ensure you wear the appropriate waterproof clothing and footwear
 At the end of the Forest School session, ensure that you support the Forest
School leader with clearing away resources
Roles & Responsibilities of Learners:







Take personal responsibility for their own safety, as well as the safety of others
Listen to and follow safety information given to them
Wear appropriate clothing and footwear to Forest School sessions
Have a go at activities, asking for help when it is needed
Tell the adults on site about your Forest School experiences – what you enjoyed,
what could be improved and what you would like to do next time
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Incident and Emergency Procedures Policy

Emergencies are never wanted, but they are a possibility, and so we ensure that all
Forest School Leaders are familiar with appropriate emergency procedures. Most
emergencies can be resolved on the spot by the Forest School Leader removing the
group from potential threat and providing First Aid.
However, in the event of a serious incident, which could arise as a result of an injury,
illness or threat, emergency services should be contacted and the following
procedures followed:






Emergency whistle is blown every staff member to have whistle and emergency
whistle is on the side of shed
Learners will be advised of ‘tools down’ by other adults in the surrounding areas
Secure the safety of the whole group from further danger
Call all Learners into Base Camp
The Forest School Leader will assess the situation and remove any hazards
Designated Person Responsibility during Forest School Sessions:

Area of
Responsibility

Adult 1

Adult 2

Adult 3

Forest School Leader

Emergency Responder/ Forest School
Leader

Participating Key Person and/or
Volunteer

Safety sweep
Lead briefing
Check Emergency Backpack
Take Resources Trug
Ensure resources are in place
Check Medical Box
Count learners
Lead group
Lead group
Run activities
Observations
Administer First Aid

Attend briefing
Ensure resources are in place

Attend briefing
Check medical
with FSL

Back line monitor

At Base Camp

Lead discussion and focus
activity

Before
leaving site to
return

Check Emergency Backpack
Check Medical Box
Check all resources
Check the site is left in good
working order
Count children
Give medication back to
learners
Hand in observations into
Forest School Wallet
Support learners to get
changed
Plan for next session based
on observations
Update Learning Journal
Replenish Medical Supplies
Wash snack resources

Support with discussions
Observations
Pour out drinks
Hand out snacks
Check the site is left in good
working order
Back line monitor

Toilet check
Count and supervise learners
Supervise learners
Support
activities
and
explorations
Observations
Toilet Runner
Position yourself within the
circle
Hand out drinks
Hand out snacks
Check for and collect litter into
a plastic bag

Before
leaving
(Check &
Carry)

Journey to
and from site
Main role
when at site

After the
session

Count and supervise learners
Support and run activities and
exploration
Observations

Hand in observations
Forest School Wallet
Support learners to
changed
Check tools

into
get

information

Hand in observations
Forest School Wallet
Support learners to
changed

into
get
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Minor Incident requiring First Aid:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer











Follow Cippenham nursery First Aid Policy
Recall all learners to Base Camp (if appropriate)
Administer First Aid or Lead Plenary Discussion
Complete Accident Form
Inform Participating School via email after the Forest School session
Follow Cippenham nursery’ First Aid Policy
Recall all learners to Base Camp
Administer First Aid or Lead Plenary Discussion
Complete Accident Form





Collect medical details from Medical Box
Collect contact details from Contact Information Box
Support Adult 2

Major Incident and/or Medical Emergency:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer



















Follow Cippenham nursery’ First Aid Policy
Call and Liaise with Emergency Services
Administer First Aid
Complete Accident Form
Inform nursery School key worker after the Forest School session
Collect in knives and place in locked box and take with you
Recall learners to Base Camp
Count learners before vacating site
Lead learners and accompanying adults to base camp
Then nursery building
Line Leader
Count learners on arrival at new location
Extinguish Fire
Support Adult 1 (Forest School Leader)
Collect Contact Details from nursery office
Complete Accident Form, taking notes of timings, injuries, First Aid Administered
Meet ambulance at access point and direct paramedics to Forest School site

Behavioural Issues:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer











Follow Cippenham nursery Behaviour Policy
Remove learner from the area to Base Camp for ‘thinking timet’
Debrief learner after calming down period
Log incident
Create specific risk assessment (as appropriate)
Inform nursery School / key worker after the Forest School session
Follow Cippenham nursery Behaviour Policy
Remove other learners from area of risk (as appropriate)
Close supervision and monitoring of behaviour (for the session and in the future)




Supervise remaining learners
Support learners with activities, discussion and explorations

Missing Child:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or








On discovering a missing child use: “1-2-3- Where are you?” procedure
Commence immediate search of vicinity
Contact relevant authorities and act on the decision made
Inform nursery School via phone
Recall learners to Base Camp
Lead Learning and Plenary Discussion
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Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer




Commence immediate search of vicinity
Contact nursery School and/or Parents






Inform nursery School Office using the Red Emergency Card
State emergency and its nature
Explain that the relevant authorities have been contacted
Commence immediate search of vicinity and surrounding areas – toilet/ car park/den building
area/next door school field

Stranger or Uninvited Person:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer









Challenge the intruder asking them to leave immediately
Escort the intruder from the premises
Take a photograph of the intruder if possible
Brief learners in accordance with advice of Police ASAP
Inform Cippenham School via phone
Recall learners to Base Camp
Lead Learning and Plenary Discussion and/or remove learners to a place of safety. Back to
nursery school.




Call the Police
State:
 Intruder on Forest School Site
 Address & Location
 Description of Person (including race, height, build, clothing worn etc.)
Contact nursery School and/or Parents
Support Adult 1 (Forest School Leader)
Inform Cippenham nursery School Office using the Red Emergency Card
State emergency and its nature
Explain that the relevant authorities have been contacted
Support Adult 2 (Emergency Responder)








Evacuation of Forest School Site:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer









On hearing the emergency whistle, instruct learners to stop what they are doing and line up
by the gap in the boundary line
Put away tools and take them with you
Count learners
Front line monitor
Lead learners off site to Cippenham nursery
Blow emergency whistle (short bursts)
Back line monitor




Collect in knives and lock into box. Take the box with you
Take Emergency Backpack






Extinguish fire
Inform cippenham School Office using the Red Emergency Card
State emergency and its nature
Take Medical Box

Lockdown Procedure:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader








On hearing the emergency whistle, instruct learners to stop what they are doing and line up
by the gap in the boundary line
Put away tools and take them with you
Count learners and adults
Front line monitor
Congregate back at cippenham nursery school
Take register
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Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer




Blow emergency whistle (short bursts)
Back line monitor




Collect in knives and lock into box. Take the box with you
Take Emergency Backpack






Extinguish fire
Inform cippenham nursery School Office using the Red Emergency Card
State emergency and its nature
Take Medical Box

In the event of being unable to cross the Forest School threshold during the
Lockdown Procedure, the Forest School Leader will:







Line up all learners
Instruct all Forest School learners and adults to remain silent
Find cover in boundary hedging or exit onto school field and into safety of
Cippenham primary school
Phone the Police and Cippenham nursery school office
Adult 2 will support adult one
Adult 3 will contact the Participating School to explain the situation
Fire Emergency:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer

Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer











Instruct everyone to stop what they are doing on “FIRE!” signal and line up by the gap in the
boundary line
Extinguish fire
Count learners and adults
If it is safe to do so, look for missing persons
Front line monitor
Congregate at Fire Assembly Point in the car park (Wendover Woods site) or follow
Participating School Fire Evacuation Procedures
Raise alarm by shouting “FIRE!”
Back line monitor
Congregate at Fire Assembly Point in the cippenham nursery School Fire Evacuation
Procedures




Collect in knives and lock into box. Take the box with you
Take Emergency Backpack






Put away tools and take them with you
Inform cippenham nursery School Office using the Red Emergency Card
State emergency and its nature
Take Medical Box

Death or Serious Incident:
Adult 1
Forest School
Leader

Adult 2
Emergency
Responder and/or
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer
















Follow ’ First Aid Policy
Take Medical Box
Remain with casualty, administering First Aid where possible
Feedback to Paramedics/Police on arrival
Complete Accident Form
Report to RIDDOR and Ofsted (in conjunction with cippenham nurserySchool Headteacher)
Police to inform parents and/or carers
Seek further advice from Police ASAP
Collect in knives and lock into box. Take the box with you
Recall all learners to Base Camp
Front line monitor
Count all learners when leaving the Forest School site
Walk to base camp
Instruct learners to leave all their belongings
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Adult 3
Participating School
Staff Member and/or
Volunteer










Contact Participating School
Take Emergency Backpack
Support Adult 1 (Forest School Leader)
Complete Accident Form, taking notes of timings, treatment etc. for Paramedics/Police
Inform cippenham nursery School Office using the Red Emergency Card
State:
 Major incident/death. Help urgently required
 Explain Emergency Services (Ambulance/Police) have been contacted
Put away tools and take them with you
Support Adult 2 (Emergency Responder)
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EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION CARD
Adventurous Acorns Forest School @ Cippenham
Nursery School
Cippenham Wildlife Garden
Cippenham Nursery School
St Andrew’s Way
Cippenham, Slough
Berkshire SL1 5NL
Tel:
01628 661506
Mobile: 07881911973
Email: office@cns.slough.sch,uk
Web:
https://www.cippenhamnurseryschool.co.uk
OS Grid Reference:
 Lat/Long: 51.517149; -0.649718
 Easting 493789
 Northing 180667
 Grid Reference: SU937806
 UTM Reference: 30U 6630685709955
 What3words: editor.maps.spits
 Plus Code: 9C3XG982+V4
 Altitude: 24m (78ft.)
Forest School Leader: Kate Lacey
Mobile: 07881911973
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Risk Management Policy
Adventurous Acrons F aims to develop learner’s self-esteem, independence and
motivation to learn in a safe environment. So that these aims can be met, Mrs Kate
Lacey (Forest School Leader) will:
Consistently apply the five-step approach to risk assessment for all Forest
School activities:






Look for hazards
Decide who may be harmed and how
Evaluate the risk and decide whether existing controls are adequate or where
more should be done
Record findings, including daily amendments to standing risk assessments based
on site visits or observations
Review assessments on a regular basis (or if circumstances change, which may
affect the rigour of assessment) and revise if necessary
Carry out Site Risk Assessments where Forest School activities will take
place on a seasonal basis:




A risk assessment will be carried out each term
These will be filed in the Master Risk Assessment File located in the Emergency
Backpack a copy will be kept in a locked filing cabinet under ‘Forest School’ off
the premises
Pre-visit checks will be carried out by the Forest School Leader on the site
to be used prior to a session:




This will be completed as near as possible to the activity as is reasonably
practical
The findings will be recorded on the Safety Sweep form
Complete an Activity Risk/Benefit Assessment for every activity to be
undertaken at Forest School:









This will form part of the termly Risk Assessment procedure
These will be filed in the Master Risk Assessment File l with a copy being kept in
a locked filing cabinet under ‘Forest School’ off the premises
Ensure all staff and volunteer helpers have read the relevant Site and Activity
Risk Assessments prior to a session
Move activities indoors or reschedule an alternative date if, in the opinion of the
Forest School Leader and weather conditions, such as high winds or the
threat/occurrence of electrical storms make work outdoors unsafe
Inform staff, volunteers and learners of potential hazards and methods of working
in order to minimise their risk further
Involve staff, volunteers and learners in risk assessment, as appropriate, as part
of learning
Ensure legal guidelines regarding off-site activities, such as adequate insurance
and in the case of children attending sessions, parental permission is met
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Ensure that all staff, volunteers and learners are aware of the emergency
procedures for the Forest School site
Be responsible for teaching learners’ adequate skills in order to keep themselves
safe, particularly in relation to the use of hand tools and fire
Ensure all learners will have access to drinking water during sessions
Ensure nil-by-mouth is adopted in all Forest School sessions, except for food
cooked as part of a fully risk-assessed Forest School activity
All learners will be offered a snack and a drink (hot chocolate and/or tea/coffee
(adults only) or water) during the Forest School .
Monitoring arrangements:





The Forest School Leader is responsible for monitoring and reviewing this policy
This document will be reviewed annually
At every review, the policy will be shared with all Adventurous Acorns staff
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Risk Management of Tools and Equipment used at Forest School

Bow Saw

Purpose
Use at Forest School

Cutting Wood
Cutting wood
Making tools/shelters
Safety Equipment:
Hand guard on frame
Plastic strip to cover saw teeth
Personal
Protective Work glove for hand holding work piece
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
1:1
1:2 (if pupils are using the saw in tandem)
Working space
Arm + Tool Length
Working place
Tool area
At designated tree with adult (if coppicing)
Transportation
Carry with blade down
Check that cover strip is in place before moving
Body Positioning
If using at ground level, kneel on one knee
If cutting branches, keep feet apart to give a stable
and firm stance
Method of use
If using in tandem, one pupil holds the handle in the
hand guard and the other holds the frame on the
bend.
If right-handed, both students hold the work piece
firmly to stop it from moving with their left hands wearing a protective glove on that hand.
The work piece is rested in the wood basket to raise
it off the ground.
The cut is made on the pull stroke keeping the saw
frame upright in controlled and fluid movements.
Inspecting
Ensure that the blade is strained correctly and that
the teeth are sharp and complete.
Ensure the correct blade is fitted for the task being
undertaken, wet or dry timber.
Care
After each use, wipe blade with an oily cloth to
remove any resin.
Occasionally oil and lightly rub over with very fine
sandpaper (E.g. 250) to remove any stubborn marks.
Re-oil before placing back into saw cover.
Replace blades once starting to wear.
Replace plastic strip to cover saw teeth.
Store in lockable shed.
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Pen Knife

Purpose

For modeling and shaping
Use as a gutting tool
Use at Forest School
To whittle
Make tools
Safety Equipment:
Locking mechanism to prevent the knife moving
whilst in use.
Folding and lockable hinge to close off blade when
not in use.
Personal
Protective Work glove can be worn on the hand holding work
Equipment
piece (although not essential).
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
1:1
Working space
Arm + Tool Length
Working place
Tool area
Transportation
Knives should be folded closed and locked and
counted into the lockable knife box.
The Forest School Leader (or designated adult in the
event of an emergency) will carry the box back to the
setting.
Participants of Forest School are not permitted to
walk with a knife.
Body Positioning
Kneeling
Sitting
Method of use
Depending on the work being carried out, the user
should be either sitting on a log or stump or kneeling
and using the log as a workbench.
Always make sure that the log or stump that you are
sitting on is safe and will not fall over or roll.
If the user is right-handed, hold the work piece in the
left hand with work piece resting on the log pointing
downwards.
Firmly hold the knife in the right hand and draw it
down the work piece away from the body, taking off a
thin sliver of wood.
If the user is left-handed, use the same procedure
but hold the work piece in the right hand.
The knife can be used in the sitting position.
Sit on a log or stump.
If the user is right-handed, hold the work piece in the
left hand with the resting on the right thigh pointing
the work piece downwards.
Hold the knife in the right hand with the thumb on the
back of the blade for control and firmly draw it sown
the work piece, away from the body, taking off a thin
sliver of bark or wood.
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If the user is left-handed, use the same procedure
but hold the work piece in the right hand.
Pupils must sit or kneel when working with tools for
safety.
The knife should be checked before and after use to
make sure it is sound and sharp and there is no
damage to the handle or blade and that it is sharp.
After each use, wipe blade clean with oily cloth to
remove any resin.
For persistent marks, lightly rub over oily blade with
very fine sandpaper (E.g. 250).
Lightly re-oil before closing blade.

Inspecting

Care

Count all knives back into a lockable box.
Sandpaper and knife sharpeners should be kept in
the lockable box.
Forest School Leader to take knife box back to
setting.

Brace and Bit

Purpose
Use at Forest School
Safety Equipment:
Personal
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
Working space
Working place
Transportation
Body Positioning

Method of use

Inspecting

Drilling/boring holes in wood.
Making a dead/driftwood Christmas Tree.
Making a wooden necklace.
Swivel grips to avoid blisters.

Protective Work glove can be worn on hand if someone else is
holding the work piece.
1:1
Arm + Tool Length
Tool area
Carry with bit pointing down.
Kneeling
Standing – feet apart to ensure strong and firm
balance
Check that the bit is firmly held in the brace chick.
Make a centre mark on the work piece where you
want the centre of the hole to be.
Push the point of the bit into the mark and rotate the
brace in a clockwise direction to drill the required
hole.
There is no need to push the brace, as the screw on
the bit point will pull the bit into the wood.
DO NOT TRY TO USE THIS TYPE OF BIT IN AN
ELECTRIC DRILL!
Forest School Leader to check for sharpness of the
bit.
Ensure that the brace rotates feely works.
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Care

When finished with the bit, it should be wiped clean
with a damp cloth, and then lightly oiled (WD40) to
present rusting.
The tool should be securely stored in a dry place
when not in use to prevent unauthorized and damage
from rusting.

Flint and Steel

Purpose
Use at Forest School
Safety Equipment:
Personal
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
Working space
Working place
Transportation

Making a spark
Lighting a fire.
Non-slip handle to hold steel.

Protective Long hair tied back.
Loose clothing tucked in.

Body Positioning
Method of use

Inspecting
Care

1:1
Arm’s Length.
Tool area.
In a small watertight container.
Located in the red fire bag.
Kneel on one knee next to the fire being lit.
If right-handed, hold the steel by its handle over a
small ball of cotton wool.
Hold the steel in the right hand between the thumb
and first finger and draw it down the steel with a
slight flicking action to shower spark on tinder being
used.
If left-handed, follow instruction as above (but using
opposite hands).
Visual check for wear and tear.
Keep clean and dry.
Store in a watertight container (located in the red fire
bag).

Billhook

Purpose
Use at Forest School

Splitting wood.
Coppicing.
Dressing poles and logs.
Splitting wood when making tools/building.
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Safety Equipment:
Personal
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio

Working space

Working place

Transportation

Body Positioning
Method of use

Inspecting

Care

Pointing stakes.
Handle to hold billhook.
Leather sleeve.
Protective Safety footwear, long sleeves and trousers.

1:1
1:2 if children are working together (E.g. Mallet
making).
An exclusion zone of an arm’s length + the length of
the tool must be maintained at all times when the tool
is being used, except when two people are working
together.
Tool area.
Designated tree when coppicing.
Check that there is no one behind you before
undertaking task.
Blade must be kept in leather sleeve when not in use.
Carried blade down.
THE TOOL USER MUST WALK, NEVER RUN.
Kneel on one knee next to the fire being lit.
Kneeling on one knee is the position to work in.
If the tool user is right-handed, the right knee should
be on the ground (left knee for left-handed tool
users).
When using for splitting wood (when making a mallet,
spatula or pegs), the work piece must be placed on a
solid wooden surface like a stump or log.
The billhook user (A) will put the blade in the place
they want to make the cut holding the hook by its
handle directly in front of them.
When the billhook user is happy with the position,
s/he will ask the other child (B) to approach. This
child should be standing at a right angle to the
billhook user, with the billhook facing them
horizontally.
A will give the command to “tap”, “strike” or “hit” to B
After each compression, the billhook user will check
to make sure the blade is positioned correctly before
continuing.
The blade and handle must be checked to ensure
they are securely attached to each other to prevent
the blade from flying off in use.
The handle should be checked for splits, cracks and
splinters.
The blade must be checked that it is sharp and in
good condition.
After each use, wipe blade with an oily cloth to
remove any resin.
Store billhook in a wrapped oily cloth to prevent blade
rubbing against other tools.
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Use a cigar stone to sharpen.
Take the stone across the cutting blade towards the
cutting edge away from the body.
Work the stone from the handle down towards the
beak/nose of hook.
To sharpen the reverse edge, place billhook upside
down, sit handle firmly in ground or wedge and work
stone from the beak down towards the handle of
hook.
Remember to work across the blade, with the cutting
edge away from the body.

Vegetable Peeler

Purpose
Use at Forest School
Safety Equipment:

Personal
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
Working space
Working place

Transportation
Body Positioning
Method of use

Inspecting
Care

Peeling.
Whittling and removing bark from sticks.
Covered blade that is designed to take thin slices.
No stabbing point.
Suitable for right/left-handed users.
Protective None.

1:2
Arm’s Length
Tool area.
Designated tree when coppicing.
Check that there is no one behind you before
undertaking task.
Held downwards to carry.
Sitting.
Sit on a log or stump.
If the user is right-handed, hold the work piece in the
left hand with the left hand resting on the right thigh.
Point the work piece downwards.
Hold the peeler in the right hand and firmly draw it
down the work piece away from the body, taking off a
thin sliver of bark or wood.
Rotate the work piece in the left hand and repeat until
the work piece is clean of bark or is the desired
thickness.
If the user is left-handed, use the same procedure
but hold the work piece in the right hand.
Ensure that the blade swivels freely and is not
blocked or rusty.
Wipe clean after use.
Spray occasionally with WD40 to prevent rusting.
Store with other tools in a secure dry place.
Peelers are kept in a blue box with lid.
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Wooden Mallet

Purpose
Use at Forest School
Safety Equipment:
Personal
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
Working space
Working place
Transportation

Hitting objects.
Banging stakes and wooden pegs into the ground.
To provide a force to tools that split wood.
None.

Protective None.

Body Positioning
Method of use

Inspecting
Care

1:2
Arm’s Length
Tool area.
When walking, hold the handle with the tool pointing
downwards.
When passing, hold the top of the tool and offer the
handle to the other person.
Kneeling.
If right-handed, kneel on the right knee and use left
hand to hold work piece.
Hold the handle and hit the object.
Do not swing the mallet high (above head) or around
your immediate space.
Monitor for cracks and loose wood.
Whittle off loose bits of wood to maintain.
Store in tool shed out of direct sunlight

Storm/Kelly Kettle

Purpose
Use at Forest School

Boiling water.
Boiling water for a hot drink.
Fire safety.
Safety Equipment:
Plug.
Personal
Protective Long hair tied back.
Equipment
Long sleeves to be worn.
(PPE)
Trousers to be worn.
Fire Glove/Gauntlet to be worn.
Adult/Child Ratio
1:1
Working space
Arm’s Length
Working place
Fire Square (at Base Camp).
Transportation
When walking, hold the handle with the tool pointing
downwards.
When passing, hold the top of the tool and offer the
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Body Positioning
Method of use

Inspecting
Care

handle to the other person.
Kneeling.
Remove the plug from the kettle (the kettle may
explode if allowed to boil with the plug still fitted).
Fill the kettle with water and leave the kettle
unplugged.
Light a small fire in the base.
Put the kettle on top of the fire tray and slowly feed
the fire with thin twigs until the water is boiling.
Lift the kettle from the fire using the handle holding
either side.
Pour by holding the handle in one hand and pulling
on the plug (which is attached to the base) with the
other hand.
Once the fire in the fire tray has died out and the tray
has started to cool, the ash and embers can be
tipped out (use 2x sticks to help to tip)
Pour water on the ash and embers and ensure that
the fire is completely extinguished.
Check for leaks.
Wire wool and warm soapy water can be used to
gently clean the chimney or spray with WD40, allow
to stand and wipe off.

Loppers

Purpose

Cutting wood with a diameter smaller than a 2p
piece.
Use at Forest School
Coppicing.
Cutting longer pieces of thicker wood into shorter
sections.
Safety Equipment:
Non-slip handles.
Personal
Protective None
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
1:1
Working space
Arm’s Length + Tool Length
Working place
Tool area.
Designated tree identified for coppicing.
Transportation
Always carry with jaws closed and pointing
downwards.
Lock blades (if applicable).
Hold tool by handle.
Body Positioning
Kneeling – if cutting sticks into shorter sections.
Standing – Feet apart to ensure strong and stable
stance. This should only be adopted if cutting
branches whilst coppicing.
Method of use
Allocate roles: In pairs, with one tool per pair, allocate
the roles of controller and assistant. The assistant
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can wear gloves.
Position People: The controller finds a comfortable
position next to the branch to be cut. The assistant
stands close by but out of the working area. If
necessary, the assistant will help to move or stabilise
the branch as the controller cuts.
Demonstrate the diameter of cut that the group
should make. This will depend on the capacity of the
loppers and ability of the group. Start with thinner
cuts approx. 1cm diameter. When describing
diameters never say “a stick the size of your finger”
as this gives an unwanted cue to put fingers near the
jaws to check.
Ask the controller to identify any small branches or
twigs of the correct diameter to be removed from the
main branch.

Inspecting
Care

Demonstrate technique. Always used away from the
body, with hands on the handles. If the loppers are
held further down the shaft, this will lessen leverage
with the tool and make the process more difficult.
The Controller starts cutting the identified branches.
Once a couple have been cut, they stop cutting,
secure the loppers and then ask the assistant to
remove the cut branches. Once the assistant is out
of the work area the controller continues cutting.
Swap the controller and assistant around and allow
all members of the group to use the loppers.
Cuts should be simple and fairly easy to perform. If a
branch is too thick then it will be difficult to cut. This
may cause the controller to apply excessive
pressure. This could damage the tool and create
frustration for the individual trying to cut, which could
lead to an accident. Care should be taken that the
controller keeps their body behind the lopper handles
when cutting. If they are between the handles
(demonstrated in photo) and the cut they are making
resists, before suddenly cutting through, there is a
risk of the controller injuring themselves with their
own hands thumping into their sides.
Check all jaws and hinges are in good working order,
wiped clean and moisture removed.
Oil if necessary and ensure any damaged tools are
labelled, removed or repaired.

Secateurs
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Purpose

Pruning branches, for strong precise cut.
Coppicing thin branches.
Use at Forest School
Coppicing.
Cutting longer pieces of thicker wood into shorter
sections.
Safety Equipment:
Blade lock.
Personal
Protective Gloves
Equipment
Long sleeves
(PPE)
Trousers
Adult/Child Ratio
1:1
Working space
Arm’s Length + Tool Length
Working place
Tool area.
Designated tree identified for coppicing.
Transportation
In a secure, hard case.
Locked when not in use.
Body Positioning
Stand on safe, level ground with legs astride for
secure balance.
Method of use
Hold tool in dominant hand, non-dominant hand to be
gloved.
Blade should be on the top to cut.
Squeeze together to lock when the task is completed.
Ensure that the branch/stick is positioned in the jaw
securely before cutting.
Branches that are due to be cut should be no wider
than your thumb.
Adult (wearing gloves) to assist in holding branch to
be lopped, at arm’s length.
Inspecting
Check that the tool is in good working order, cutting
without obstruction.
Check that the blade is sharp.
Check for rust and debris.
Check that lock is working effectively.
Care
Use glove to brush off any debris.
Clean with an oily cloth.
Store in a secure box in the lockable tool shed.
Always keep tool off the ground.

Pruning Saw

Purpose

Use at Forest School

Safety Equipment:

Pruning small branches on trees.
Sawing/cutting small pieces of wood.
Used only for sawing/cutting wood.
Coppicing.
Cutting longer pieces of thicker wood into shorter
sections.
Safety catch.
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Personal
Equipment
(PPE)
Adult/Child Ratio
Working space
Working place
Transportation

Body Positioning

Method of use

Inspecting

Care

Protective Protective glove to be worn on non-working hand.

1:1
Arm’s Length + Tool Length
Tool area.
Designated tree identified for coppicing.
Blade is folded into handle (listen for safety click)
when not in use
Kept in a locked tool case.
When first using this tool, it is best to have the wood
initially resting on a sawhorse.
If kneeling, then the non-working side knee is on the
ground and the other foot is placed firmly flat on the
ground.
If standing, then the leg of the non-working side is
forward and the other is back.
When opening the saw, always open away from the
body, firmly holding the handle in non-dominant hand
and ease the blade out with your dominant hand.
Listen to the safety click.
When using with a sawhorse, your gloved nonworking hand rests behind its natural guard.
When using to prune trees, keep supporting hand
above blade and saw away from self.
The blade must always be kept horizontal when in
use.
Always cut/saw away from hands legs and body.
Check that the saw is free from rust and debris.
Check that all teeth are in place and are not
damaged.
Make sure mechanism has fluid movement (screw is
loose or rusted).
Check handle is not damaged or cracked.
With a gloved hand, remove any debris from teeth of
saw with a pincering action.
Use a small brush (such as a toothbrush) to clean
teeth of saw and to clean inside the handle.
WD40 can be used to maintain and keep any
moisture out of the saw mechanism.
The blade must always be folded into the handle
when not in use (listen for the safety click).
Store in the lockable tool shed in a locked box.

Rope and String Use Procedure


When using rope or string at Forest School, the
Forest School Leader will make it clear that tying
each other up is unacceptable and can be
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Rope or String







potentially dangerous.
All other adults will support this and remain
vigilant.
Make all participants aware of friction burns from
rope and string.
Should a child be found tying up another, s/he will
be removed from the area and taken to the Forest
School Leader.
The Forest School Leader will adhere to the steps
listed in the Emergency/Incident Procedures
booklet under Behaviour Issues.
Any structures/shelters built using ropes or string
should have the knots checked by an adult to
make sure they are safe and secure.
Children and adults should be mindful of the
quantities of rope and string used.
Designated scissors are attached to the rope bag
and must only be used by children under the
supervision of an adult.
Rope and string will be kept in a bag on the
Resources Trug.
Children will need to ask an adult to help them
(initially) if they would like to use rope and string
during their learning.
All rope and string to be collected at the end of
the session, coiled up and returned back to the
rope bag.
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Campfire Procedure
WARNING!
AVOID PLACING WET OR POROUS ROCKS AND STONES NEAR FIRES,
ESPECIALLY ROCKS WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMERGED IN WATER –
THEY MAY EXPLODE WHEN HEATED. IF THEY CONTAIN MOISTURE IT
WILL EXPAND FASTER THAN THE STONE AND CAN MAKE IT
EXPLODE, PRODUCING DANGEROUS FLYING FRAGMENTS WHICH
COULD TAKE OUT AN EYE IF YOU ARE CLOSE TO THE FIRE. ALSO
AVOID SLATES AND SOFTER ROCKS AND TEST OTHERS BY BANGING
THEM TOGETHER. DO NOT USE ANY THAT CRACK, SOUND HOLLOW
OR ARE FLAKY.
Choosing a fire site







Ratio
Managing the site









Extinguishing the fire
and leaving the site







Health and Safety






Permission must be gained before fire lighting
The fire site should be level
All trip hazards are to be removed
The ground must be earth, not peat, or pine
needles/ dead leaves
There should be no overhanging branches for 5m
directly above the fire
1:1 when tending the fire
1:1 when cooking
Seating should be 1.5m away from fire square
The fire square is comprised of logs approx.
50cm long to retain heat and conserve fuel and
protect the learners
The fire square must be pegged to be secure
Only one person is permitted to tend the fire at
any one time. This should be done from the
kneeling position to prevent falling into the fire
When moving around the fire site, walk around
the outer edges of the seats
The Forest School Leader, or another designated
adult (in the event of an emergency) will
extinguish the fire
The fire must be completely out and cooled using
water
If the site it permanent, it should be left tidy
If the site is temporary, all traces of the fire should
be removed, ashes scattered over a wide area
The site should be returned to as near as
possible to its original state
A fire blanket will be placed at the fire site in an
easily accessible position
A 5l bottle of water is available to extinguish
flames and cool burns
A First Aid kit is available at all times
Two members of staff (BK/SC) will be present to
administer First Aid as required
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To build a fire, you will need…
Extra fine kindling:




Very dry, matchstick-thin twigs
Should catch light from a single match
These twigs should be at least two hand-spans long

Fine kindling:




Thicker than a match but thinner than a pencil
Brittle dry
Gather plenty

Kindling:





Brittle-dry wood of pencil thickness
Gather plenty
Broken into pieces a hand-span long
This kindling is the best fuel to use when you need to control the heat of a
cooking fire

Small fuel:



Thicker than a pencil but not thicker than your thumb
This fuel is the beginnings of a fire proper
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Fire Safety Policy

Campfires are an important part of Forest School and are used in many sessions.
Adventurous acrons aims to ensure that all learners at Forest School sessions with
fires will do so safely and with as little risk to their health as possible.
Location:




Only the Forest School Base Camp area will be used for campfires.
The Base Camp will always be sited away from low canopy branches.
Campfire areas are enclosed by logs to make a Fire Square to prevent the
spread of fire.
Positioning of Learners:
















Seating logs approximately 1.5m from the fire pit surrounds fire areas
Access/Exit paths are available at regular intervals
Additional logs are in place between the fire pit and seating logs to ensure
participants stay a safe distance from the fire pit
When the campfire is in use, learners are not permitted to access the area
immediately surrounding the fire without permission
Learners will be taught how to change seats by standing, stepping over the log
and then walking around the outside of the seating area
The inner area must never be crossed
Learners must walk around the outside of the seating logs, step over to sit down
at all times
A fire will not be lit with a group until all learners have demonstrated that they do
this at all times
Once seated around the campfire, learners must remain seated until directed by
the Forest School Leader and/or Adventurous acrons staff to move
Long sleeves and trousers must always be worn
Learners are not permitted to throw anything onto the fire
Advice on the appropriate way for dealing with smoke will be given to learners
If there is a clear wind direction, seating in the line of smoke is to be avoided
If wind direction is variable, the Forest School Leader should rearrange the
seating if at all possible
Fire Lighting:



Training has been provided to the Forest School Leader regarding the way to
construct and light a fire
Safety and Responsibility:







The fire must always be attended to throughout the Forest School session
A Fire Blanket, 5l bottle of water and Burns Kit must be sited close to the
campfire
Cling film is carried in the Medical Box in wooden shed
All fires must be lit in a metal fire basket. Lighting fires at ground level is not
permitted
Only adventurous acrons staff are permitted to light fires, unless learners are
under the direct supervision of the Forest School Leader
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Fires are lit using a striker (flint and key) to natural tinder. Cotton wool, tinder
nests and waterproof matches may be used in extremely wet conditions
No flammable liquids are to be used to light or accelerate fires
No plastics or rubbish are to be burnt
If sessions involve children adding fuel to the fire, this must be done with 1:1
adult supervision
Sticks and/or wood must be placed, not thrown, from the side of the fire. The
hand should never go over the fire
A fire glove/gauntlet should be used
Extinguishing:







All fires must be totally extinguished at the end of a session
Whenever possible, all fuels should be burnt off to ash
The Forest School Leader should ensure that any large remains of wood,
especially when using logs, are separated from one another
At the end of the session, the fire must be doused down with water using a
watering can and rose and stirred until all smoke and steam has ceased
Large build-ups of potash, from several fires, need to be dispersed. This must
only be done when it has completely cooled, preferably the following day. It
should be finely scattered throughout the woodland to enable natural
decomposition
Monitoring arrangements:





The Forest School Leader is responsible for monitoring and reviewing this policy
This document will be reviewed annually.
At every review, the policy will be shared with all Adventurous Acorns staff
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Poisonous Plants and Tree Guide
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs:
Image

Name

Plant Part

Symptoms

Daphne

Berries




Fatal
A few berries can
kill children

Wisteria

Seed pods




Mild to severe
digestive upset
Poisons
many
children

Laburnum

Seed capsules







Severe poisoning
Excitement
Staggering
Convulsions
Coma

Broom

Seeds




As laburnum
Not as toxic

Laurel
Rhododendrons
Azaleas

All parts






Fatal
Produces nausea
Vomiting
Difficulty
breathing
Coma
Fatal
Foliage
more
toxic than berries
Death
usually
sudden
without
warning
symptoms

Yew

Berries
Foliage
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Trees:
Image

Name

Plant Part

Symptoms

Wild or
Cultivated
Cherries

Twigs
Foliage




Fatal
Releases cyanide
when eaten

Oak

Foliage
Acorns



Holly

Berries




Affects
kidneys
gradually
Symptoms
appear only after
several weeks
Takes
large
amounts
to
poison
Vomiting
Diarrhoea

Privet

Berries







Can be fatal
Nausea
Vomiting
Diarrhoea
Drowsiness

Name

Plant Part

Cuckoo Pint

All parts, especially
roots and berries




Wild Plants:
Image

Symptoms



Intense irritation
Burning of the
mouth and tongue
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Greater
Celandine

Roots and other parts






Henbane

All parts




Nightshade

All parts






Diarrhoea
Inflammation
of
the bladder
Drowsiness
Dermatitis of the
skin
Roots
get
mistaken
for
parsnips
As for Nightshade

Fatal
Intense digestive
disturbance
Nervous
symptoms
Irritant juices may
severely
injure
the
digestive
system
Fatal
Looks like wild
carrot

Hemlock

All parts




Thorn Apple

All parts







Abnormal thirst
Distorted vision
Delirium
Incoherence
Coma

Water
Hemlock

All parts




Fatal
Violent
painful
convulsions

and
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House Plants:
Image

Name

Plant Part

Symptoms

Poinsettia

Leaves




Fatal
One leaf can kill a
child

Mistletoe

Berries




Fatal
For both children
and adults

Hyacinth
Daffodil
Narcissus

Bulbs






May be fatal
Nausea
Vomiting
Diarrhoea

Name

Plant Part

Larkspur

Young plant seeds

Garden Plants:
Image

Symptoms





Foxglove

Leaves







May be fatal
Digestive upset
Nervous
excitement
Depression

May be fatal
Source of dry
digitalis
Large
amounts
cause
irregular
heartbeat
Digestive upset
Mental confusion
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Lupin

All parts especially
seeds

Name

Plant Part

Rhubarb

Leaves



Breathing
and
heartbeat affected

Vegetable Plants:
Image

Symptoms






Fatal
Large amounts of
raw or cooked
leaves can cause:
Convulsions
Coma
Followed rapidly
by death
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Ecological Impact of Forest School and Three-Year Sustainable Woodland
Management Plan
Similarly, the skills taught at Forest School, should not be taught in isolation, but
remain transferable into the regular setting. We therefore intend to encourage
participating schools to create a more natural outdoor learning area encompassing
planting, for children to reinforce, practise and refine knowledge gathered.
The following tables outline the three-year sustainable woodland management plan
and the specification of the positive and negative aspects of its ecological impact of
Forest School on our chosen site.
The following information is viewed as a working document, which will be annotated
on a regular basis throughout the year.
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Ecological Impact of Forest School at Adventurous Acorns @ Cippenham Nursery School

Focus
Establishment of insect habitation
(through the form of a log pile
and minibeast hotel)

Development
of
designated
natural pond and digging area

Establishment of Fire Area within
forest school site

Erection of one plastic shed to
house resources
Wooden shed for wood store
Identifying native broadleaved
deciduous and coniferous trees
throughout the area

Positive Ecological Impact
Greater diversity of fauna on site
Encouragement of larger fauna to visit the site in
the search for food, and so increasing diversity
beyond insecta
Natural materials used to create habitats, and so
not wasting resources
Larger fauna provides grazing service, thus
maintaining grasses at appropriate levels
Insect and arachnid identification during digging
process
Mud contained to one area, therefore ensuring
protection of already established habitats, flora
and fauna
All wood use has been collected due to windfall,
therefore ensuring re-use of resources
Identifying designated wood for burning and
building indicating what wood can be used for
which purpose. This minimises the need to use
coppiced wood, which serves a more
appropriate purpose for building
The use of a fire pit in a designated area allows
for the surrounding area to still be used for
habitation or a source of food for larger fauna,
as ground level has not been destroyed due to
burning and scorching
Laying a grassed roof on the wood store,
establishes a new habitat for both flora and
fauna

Negative Ecological Impact
Fauna becomes reliant on human intervention to
provide habitation
Larger fauna causes destruction to planting
through ingestion
Possible ticks, with the visit of muntjack deer

Improving air quality
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Encourage the development of rarer fungi
species and acidic tolerance plants
Providing further habitation for insects and

Concerns of ash dieback

No opportunity for habitation to develop

High traffic area and the regular use of fire
indicate that it cannot be relied upon for
habitation opportunities

Permanent structures will irrevocably prevent
habitation in grassland
Grass destroyed due to lack of light

Work
in
partnership
with
Cippenham School and local
child minders to share the Forest
School ethos

Complete
Design

Forest

School

site

Continual development of Forest
School site according to learner
specifications
and/or
current
climate and sustainability

arachnids
Learners recognise native species and identify
ideal growing environments and appropriate
maintenance procedures, with the view to
planting in other areas within the community,
thus increasing the number of trees in the area
Teachers to attend Forest School sessions, to
experience the learning approach first-hand and
develop a greater understanding of the learning
approach and impact of the Forest School
method
Work together to develop and improve the
Forest School site to continue to enable greater
biodiversity and sustainable environments
Developing flora knowledge and understanding
(in particular woodland environments) to a
higher level
Better quality of Forest School site designs and
plans to support biodiversity and sustainable
environments
Observations made during Forest School
sessions will enable the Forest School Leader to
adapt the learning environment appropriately
Professional
staff
dialogue
(Learning
environment focus) leads moderation process,
therefore ensuring that environmental concerns
remain equally at the centre of learning as that
of the needs of learners
Visits to other Forest School sites (Peer
Observation) will support site development
(including flora and fauna foci)
Learning environment is tailored to learners’
needs, therefore enabling them to become
immersed in the task – developing motivation,
exploration, concentration and critical thinking
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Regular footfall within the site will impact on
grassland habitat growth and fauna reliant on
this environment
Den building area will cause disturbance to
insecta and/or larger fauna already in evidence,
as woodland resources are moved during
activities
Wherever possible, resources will remain in their
natural state. However, ‘staged’ areas, although
still supporting flora and fauna development, rely
on human intervention to be maintained

Continual development of the Forest School site
impacts on growing rates of flora, which
consequently impacts on the available habitat an
dietary requirements of fauna

Professional maintenance
Forest School site

of

The highlighting of climate and sustainability
matters ensures that learners take responsibility
for their actions
Site continually develops as motivation and
understanding develops
Work in conjunction with contractors to explain
the importance of not cutting back flora too
drastically.
Grass pathway maintained.
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Persistent cutting does not prevents a biodiverse
environment to be established.

Cippenham Nursery School ‘Adventurous Acorns Forest School’ 3-year Sustainability Plan
2021 – 2024
Implementation

Impact

Year

Intent

Renegotiating contract of use for ‘Wildlife Garden’ in partnership with
Cippenham School.
-

-

2021-2022

All Forest School Leaders to be fully qualified to run sessions independently.
Ensure CNS vision is lived through FS provision and practice.
Undertake x6 maintenance session per year of the Forest School Site.
-

HTs of respective schools to meet
for discussions.
Assurance that FS can continue
with the current contract in place,
whilst new one is being drawn up.
Contract to be drawn up and signed
for both parties.
HH to gain qualification by April
2022.
Observation visit to be conducted by
FSLI tutor.
KLa to mentor HH during process.

-

Ask children/ staff what has made
them happy to be here today.
Support those to share what would
make them happy.
Discussion
during
reflection
sessions.
Parents to undertake maintenance
work as directed.
Book in September maintenance
specifically for Forest School

-

-

-

-

-
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Working
in
partnership
with
neighbouring school to develop
outdoor learning provision.
Community cohesion.
Ensuring sustainability of FS
approach.
Breadth of curriculum.
Qualified staff.
Children’s knowledge continually
developed and supported by
knowledgeable practitioners.
High
standards
of
education
maintained.
Children have autonomy over their
learning.
Children understand that their
suggestions are respected and will
be taken seriously.
Developing S&L skills.
Community cohesion.
Pride in area.
Site prepared to a high standard for
all learners at FS.
Earlier start to Forest School
sessions.

Purchase toilet tent and tool shed in preparation for October 2021 start.
 Completed on 13-09-2021

SH to order items.
Tool shed to be erected.

-

Prepare Forest School site for October 2021 start.
 Completed w/b 13-09-2021
Review and update Forest School Handbook, Risk Benefits Assessment
and other essential paperwork.
Begin developing ‘Little Forest School’ directly on CNS premises.
(Located in natural area by Loose Parts.)
-

Cut back brambles.
Create mud kitchen.
Create tool area.
Move base camp to under sheltered
area.
Pond maintenance.
BD/HH/KLa to meet on 23/24-092021.
Adapt documentation according the
children’s needs (view as a working
document.)
Create platform to enable children to
climb up into the mid-tree layer.
Replenish digging area.
Create movable living hedging as a
boundary line.
Provide natural materials available
for investigation and building.
Prepare ground with woodchip
covering.
Create book area containing nature
books.

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Everything on site, so children can
get the maximum effect of FS
without having to leave the site.
More time for practitioners to focus
on learning.
Site safe and ready for learning.
Defined areas to work in for children
to develop autonomy in learning.

High expectations set
documentation.
Consistency of practice.

through

Enables children to rehearse and
practice their learning from Forest
School sessions.
Additional area to lead Natural
Outdoor Learning activities for those
children who need additional
support to gain confidence working
outdoors.
Area is developed in accordance
with children’s needs, therefore
addressing progress in learning and
development.
Wellbeing benefits for children and
staff.

Staff to attend Forest School sessions to gain understanding.
(To begin on 04-10-2021.)

-

-

KLa/HH to create Forest School
session timetable.
Completed 10-09-2021.
Staff to initially observe to build
confidence in supporting risk taking
behaviours.
FS knowledge to be disseminated
into
daily
practice,
where
appropriate.

-

-

-

Encourage CNS Governors to attend Forest School sessions to gain
understanding.
-

Ensure First Aid qualifications are fully up to date.
-

Share plan at FGB Meeting on 20- 10-2021.
Governor (AH) with L3 in Forest
School Leadership to act as critical
friend.
-

SH to identify appropriate courses by December 2021.
Establish First Aid kit specifically for
Forest School sessions.
-
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Understanding developed of FS
philosophy.
Children develop a sense of agency
over their learning.
Children
are
recognised
as
confident, creative and capable
learners.
Knowledge is continued beyond the
FS site, to enable children to
internalise and apply skills and
information learnt.
Staff able to observe children in a
different environment, thus create a
holistic and more informed picture of
the child.
Wellbeing benefits for staff.
FS is identified as a Governor’s
priority, therefore all governors can
acquire first-hand knowledge of this
opportunity
to
gain
an
understanding.
Governor with FS qualification
supporting to develop and improve
practice.
Wellbeing benefits for governors.
All FS practitioners first aid qualified
to maintain safety of children and
staff whilst on site.
First Aid duties are everyone’s
responsibility, therefore sharing the
workload.

Establish planning format for Forest School Sessions.
-

-

Establish Forest School webpage on CNS website.
-

Engage with
Association.

the

Forest

School -

-

Make contact with other Forest Schools in the locality.
 Completed 15-09-2021 (with the view to make this an ongoing
arrangement with other Forest School provision.)

Establish planning format to suit group needs.
Investigate planning formats from
other Forest School provisions and adapt where appropriate.
Follow a PITM approach.

BD to work with SH to establish an introductory page.
Weekly updates with photographs to
be developed for each group.
Information to be made available for all stakeholders to access.
Continue to attend Oxon, Bucks & Berks Forest Schools Association
(OBBFSA) Meetings.
Attend meetings as and when appropriate.
Identify good practice and visit setting.
15-09-2021 Visit to Little Muddy Me
Forest School Nursery, Bray.
Arrange a further visit for all staff to
attend and identify good outdoor learning practice.
-
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Consistency in planning, enabling
any FS practitioner to lead a group,
should the need arise.
Planning can be shared with Key
Group practitioners, enabling them
to develop their own PITM
approaches to support children’s
learning and development.
Parents can make an informed
choice about the most suitable
nursery for their child based on
information provided.
Learning is made visible across all
areas of the curriculum.
A better understanding is developed
about the FS philosophy.
Community cohesion – members of
a wider network.
Sharing of good practice.
Keeping up-to-date with current
developments.
Engaging in contemporary research.
Sharing good practice and ideas.
Making connections for CPD
purposes.
Engaging
in
professional
discussions.
Developing an engaging learning
environment for the children.
Enhancing own outdoor learning
and FS provision.

Continue to update knowledge
Forest School practice.

of -

2022-2023

Engage with
Association.

the

Forest

School -

-

Ensure CNS vision is lived through FS provision and practice.
Identify UNSDG in practice.

-

Book annual update for all FS
practitioners.
BD to distribute FSA Weekly
Roundup Newsletter.
FS practitioners are encouraged to
share reading related to Forest
School and apply this to their
practice.
Continue to attend Oxon, Bucks &
Berks Forest Schools Association
(OBBFSA) Meetings.
Attend meetings as and when
appropriate.

-

-

Ask children/ staff what has made them happy to be here today.
Support those to share what would make them happy.
Discussion
during
reflection
sessions.
Identify on planning.
Introduce to children and staff
during FS session.
Encourage children to talk about
how they fulfil SDGs in their lives.
-
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Practice is research informed.
Practitioner knowledge continually
developing.
CoEL development support children
to build a foundation for lifelong
learning.
Community cohesion – members of
a wider network.
Sharing of good practice.
Keeping up-to-date with current
developments.
Engaging in contemporary research.
Children have autonomy over their
learning.
Children understand that their
suggestions are respected and will
be taken seriously.
Developing S&L skills.
Promoting understanding of global
environmental/ climate issues.
Enabling children to become agents
of change within their community.
Developing children as lifelong
learners.

Work in partnership with Cippenham School to initially offer Forest School
sessions to identified groups.
Develop introductory
parents and toddlers.

sessions

for -

HTs to discuss which children would
most benefit from FS provision
initially.
Invite interested staff to observe and
participate in FS sessions.
Look to supporting staff should the
wish to train as FSLs.
Identify how FS provision can be
shared between the two schools.
Offer twice monthly paid sessions.

-

-

Complete application process to become a FSA Recognised Forest
School Provider.

Collating of evidence as required.

-

-

Create an outdoor staff wellbeing area based on Forest School philosophy.
-

Liaise with staff as to what they would want out of an outdoor area.
Identify an area outdoors where staff can go and ‘be.’
Locate and/or build furniture.
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Sharing of professional expertise.
Working in partnership with other
educational settings.
Building breadth and depth of
curriculum.
Community cohesion.
Wellbeing benefits for children and
staff.
Ensuring longevity of CNS if parents
sign their children up to attend.
Encourages families to take their
children outdoors.
Builds relationships.
Wellbeing benefits for families.
Vital financial contribution.
Acknowledgement of good FS
practice and that a satisfactory
standard has been set.
Identifying the importance outdoor
learning
plays
in
children’s
education.
Wellbeing benefits for staff, through
reflection and mindfulness.
Health benefits for staff – lower
blood pressure, good mental health
practices.

Complete ‘Little Forest School’ directly on CNS premises.
(Located in natural area by Loose Parts.)
-

Create platform to enable children to climb up into the mid-tree layer.
Replenish digging area.
Create movable living hedging as a boundary line.
Provide natural materials available
for investigation and building.
Prepare ground with woodchip
covering.
Create book area containing nature
books.
-

Continue to develop FS site.

-

2023-2024

-

Ensure CNS vision is lived through FS provision and practice.
-

TBC.
Plan
developments
improvements
alongside
children.
Follow a PITM approach.

and
the
-

Ask children/ staff what has made them happy to be here today.
Support those to share what would make them happy.
Discussion
during
reflection
sessions.
-
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Enables children to rehearse and
practice their learning from Forest
School sessions.
Additional area to lead Natural
Outdoor Learning activities for those
children who need additional
support to gain confidence working
outdoors.
Area is developed in accordance
with children’s needs, therefore
addressing progress in learning and
development.
Encourage risk taking behaviour.
Wellbeing benefits for children and
staff.
Curriculum is tailored to children’s
current needs, thus enabling them
to make progress in their learning
and development.
CoEL development support children
to build a foundation for lifelong
learning.
Children have autonomy over their
learning.
Children understand that their
suggestions are respected and will
be taken seriously.
Developing S&L skills.

Engage with
Association.

the

Forest

School -

-

Investigate Forest
opportunities.

School

Trainer -

Continue to attend Oxon, Bucks & Berks Forest Schools Association
(OBBFSA) Meetings.
Attend meetings as and when appropriate.
BD/KLa to identify suitable courses. SH to allocate training budget.
-

Continue to develop FS site.

Upgrade toileting provision

-

-

TBC.
Plan
developments
improvements
alongside
children.
Follow a PITM approach.

-

Install compostable toilet.

and
the
-

-

-

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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Community cohesion – members of
a wider network.
Sharing of good practice.
Keeping up-to-date with current
developments.
Engaging in contemporary research.
Vital financial contribution for CNS.
Development of FS practitioner
knowledge.
Ability to support practice and
promote the FS philosophy/ ethos/
approach.
Curriculum is tailored to children’s
current needs, thus enabling them
to make progress in their learning
and development.
CoEL development support children
to build a foundation for lifelong
learning.
Supporting Eco-School approach.
Children
and
staff
gain
understanding of sustainability and
recycling
Personal hygiene understanding
being developed.
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APPENDIX A
Medical Information
First Aid Kit Checklist
Date:

First Aid Kit checked by:
Item

Checked

Comment

Individually labelled
medication (for session)
Savlon Dry Spray
Glucose Tablets
4x Medium Sterile
Dressing
2x Large Sterile Dressing
2x Triangular Bandage
6x Safety Pins
2x Eye Pad Sterile
Dressing
20x Saline Cleansing
Wipes
1x Adhesive Tape
1x Hypafix Tape
6x Disposable Gloves
2x Finger Sterile Dressing
1x Tough Cut Shears
1x Conforming Bandage
1x Tweezers
1x White Cotton Spool
1x Tick Remover
1x Resuscitation Face
Shield
1x Hydrogel Burn
Dressing
1x Insect Repellent
Cream
Sewing Kit
Plasters
1x Scissors
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Hypothermia
Hypothermia is a dangerous drop in body temperature below 35°C. Normal
body temperature is around 37°C. Hypothermia can be serious if not treated
quickly. You should call 999 and give First Aid if you notice signs of
hypothermia.

Mild Hypothermia
35°C
33°C

Shivering
Cold pale skin
Muscle stiffness
Severe shivering



Irritability
Withdrawing from the group
Mood changes
Clumsiness
Confusion










Add more clothes or a
blanket, hat and scarf
Put in a sleeping bag
Use a survival bag
Insulate from the ground
Keep clothes on
Drink warm (not hot) sweet
liquids
Do not put close to fire
SEEK MEDICAL HELP

Severe
Hypothermia
28°C

Shivering STOPS
Slow weak pulse
Slow shallow breath





Unconscious
Breathing stops
Cardiac arrest
Coma
DEATH



NO liquids
Monitor
pulse
breathing
Raise feet slightly
Perform
CPR
assistance arrives

and

until
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Ticks and Lyme Disease
What are ticks?
 Ticks have eight legs (apart from
larvae, which have six)
 They are not insects, they are
arachnids and are related to spiders,
mites and scorpions
 There are four stages in a tick’s life
cycle – egg, larva, nymph, adult
 Once fed, an adult female tick is
about the size of a pea.
Its body has stretched and is full of
blood

Where are ticks found?
 Ticks tend to live in places with damp
vegetation and lots of small animals
and birds they can feed on
 Ticks can be found in:
Woodland
Moors
Parks and Gardens

How does a tick feed?
 To grow from one stage to the next,
the tick has to feed
 It climbs a leaf or stalk, then waits for
an animal or person to brush past
 The tick has hooks on its front legs so
that it can hang onto fur, clothing or
skin
 The tick’s mouth is like a hollow
needle (hypostome)
 It stabs this into the skin and slowly
drinks the blood, like sucking a drink
through a straw
 The tick might stay attached for
several days.
 Infections can be passed to you
during this time.
 When it has finished feeding it drops
off, ready to change to the next stage
in its life cycle
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How do you remove a tick?
 The best way to remove a tick is to
use a simple tick remover which
hooks underneath the tick
 Some are made to be twisted as you
pull to help break the grip
 Tick removers can be bought from
vets and pharmacies or from
www.LymeDiseaseAction.org.uk
 If you don’t have a tick remover, tie a
loop of thread around the tick as
close to your skin as possible and
pull firmly upwards without twisting
 Try not to damage the tick

How do you remove a tick
(continued)?
 DO NOT try to pull a tick out with
your fingers. You might squeeze the
contents of the tick into your body,
which is more likely to make you ill
 DO NOT try to burn the tick or cover
it with Vaseline or any other creams
and chemicals
 DO NOT scrape or cut the tick, but
remove it whole
 DO disinfect the area around the bite
using antiseptic cream, after you
remove the tick

What if I have been bitten?
 Don’t panic!
 If you are bitten by a tick it doesn’t
mean you will get ill, as not all ticks
carry diseases
 Make sure the tick is removed as
quickly as possible and in the correct
way
 Lyme disease can be serious, so if
you get a rash or you feel ill in the
first six weeks or so after a tick bite,
see a doctor straight away
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What is Lyme disease?
 Lyme disease is an infection caused
by bacteria called Borrelia burgdorferi
 They belong to a family of bacteria
called Spirochaetes because of their
spiral shape

What happens when you get Lyme
disease?
 Some people, but not all, get a
circular red rash that spreads from
the bite
 Later, you might feel ill
 You might get:
Headaches
Stomach upsets
Feeling very tired
Pains in muscles & joints
Numbness or tingling
 Lyme disease can be mild, but it can
also be very serious
 Lyme disease doesn’t always go
away on its own, so must always be
treated
Be smart and be aware!
 Keep your arms and legs covered
when walking in woodland and similar
places
 Insect
repellents
containing
chemicals called DEET or Picaridine
will help keep ticks away
 Check for ticks regularly when you
are out.
 Brush off clothing before going inside
and
check
yourself
carefully
afterwards
 If you find a tick attached, remove it
quickly and in the proper way
 Ticks can carry other germs as well.
These include Babesia, Bartonella
and Anaplasma
 An infected tick can give you more
than one infection at the same time

Bibliography:
Lyme Disease Action (2014), Ticks and Lyme Disease, Cornwall: Lyme Disease Action Publications
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APPENDIX B
Risk Assessment
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Safety Sweep Evidence
Before each Forest School session, a safety sweep will be conducted of the
Forest School site to look for and assess immediate risks. All safety sweeps
will be recorded and filed by the Forest School leader.
Safety sweeps will be recorded and stored in the Health & Safety folder.
Disposable gloves and plastic bags/sharps bucket should be taken to the
safety sweep assessment in order to collect any identified hazards to dispose
of.
Date:

Time:

Weather:

Name of Forest School Leader:

Checklist
Fallen branches
Low branches
Protruding thorns
Brambles/nettles
Slippery areas
Broken glass/needles
Vandalism/intruders
Weather effects
Standing water
Boundary line/fence
Base Camp
Tool area roped off
Emergency backpack
Fire bag
Toilet bag/ area
Equipment ready
Spare clothes ( at nursery)

Yes/No

Comments

Other hazards identified:

Action taken:

Signature:
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Tool Tracker Sheet
All tools used during Forest School sessions must be accounted for.
The relevant tool must be signed out if it is intended to be use for an
activity and signed back in before vacating the site.

Date:

Name:

Tool

Quantity

Quantity signed:
In
Out

Initials

Bow Saw
Pen Knife
Brace and Bit
Billhook
Vegetable Peeler
Wooden Mallet
Loppers
Secateurs
Pruning Saw

2
2
2
1
15
2
2
2
1

o I confirm that all the tools used during the session have been returned to
the appropriate area.
o I confirm that all knives have been checked to ensure that they are secure
and safe.
o I confirm that all knives have been placed in a lockable box for
transportation.
o I confirm that I have returned the knife box to the lockable box in lockable
tool shed on return from Forest School.

Signed

……………………………………………

Date

……………………
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APPENDIX B
Full Risk Assessment
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Adventurous Acorns @ Cippenham Forest School – Forest School Site, Activity and Tool Risk Assessment Form
Name of Assessor:
Mrs Kate Lacey (Forest School Leader)
Location:
Cippenham School Wildlife garden

Date of Assessment:
Review Date:
01-10-2021
01-01-2022
OS Grid Reference:
Latitiude 5151749
Longitude -0.649718
Easting 493789
Norting 180667
Grid reffence SU937806 UTM refence 30U 663085709955

Focus: Children changing and going to the toilet during Forest School
What are the hazards?
 Child protection issues
Who might be harmed and how?
 Children
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
What are you doing already?
 All staff will hold an enhanced DBS certificate, a valid First Aid Certificate and appropriate
(Current control measures, including those for
Child Protection training
people at special risk)
 A safeguarding policy is in place and has been shared with and adhered to by all staff,
volunteers and visitors
What further action is necessary?
 All learners to remain vigilant (including children)
(Further Control Measures)
 Adult to be near toilet are if needed
 Changing routine has been explained to and a guided demonstration taken place with the
learners, ensuring that all understand to take one item off and put one item on in
replacement
Risk Benefits
 Learners are aware of the appropriate clothing to wear to undertake outdoor tasks
 Developing independence
Action
Accompanying children to the toilet:
(by whom)
 Employee(s) of participating school
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Designated supporting adult (as identified in the Roles & Responsibilities for Forest
School)

Safeguarding Concern:
 Basia Dowling (BD) – Forest School lead / head teacher
Action
(by when)

Accompanying children to the toilet:
 Prior to attending session
 As and when required
Safeguarding Concern:
 Immediately
 Follow safeguarding procedures as set down in the policy (Located in the Policy Folder in
nursery building)

Focus: Inappropriate behaviour at Forest School
What are the hazards?
 Learners come to harm due to poor behaviour
Who might be harmed and how?
 Children
(Who is at special risk?)
 Adults
High/Low/Medium
Likelihood
Medium
Severity
Low
What are you doing already?
 Forest School expectations stated in handbook and shared with all learners
(Current control measures, including those for  Behavioural/safety expectations reiterated at every Forest School session
people at special risk)
 Staff/ Parents/ Children sign a Forest School Agreement, supporting (amongst other
things) appropriate behaviour
 Activity to be stopped if learner’s behaviour makes it unsafe
 Learners removed from the situation
 Forest School Leader to carry mobile phone during all activities (to call for further
assistance if necessary)
What further action is necessary?
 Behaviour Issues procedure in place (located in Forest School Handbook and
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(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits
Action
(by whom)
Action
(by when)

Focus: Missing Child
What are the hazards?
Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)







Emergency/Incident Procedures Booklet – located in Emergency Backpack)
Opportunities for learners to display empathy and further develop social skills
Opportunities for learners to exercise self-control
All adults and learners
Specifically, KL(Forest School Leader)
As and when the situation arises




Getting lost
Children







What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits






Likelihood
Low
Severity
Low
Missing Person procedure in place and shared with all adults assisting at Forest School
(found in the Forest School Handbook and Emergency/Incident Procedures Booklet
located in the Emergency Backpack)
Learners are all trained in the call and response: “1-2-3- Where are you?” “1-2-3- We’re
over here!”
Clear instructions are given regarding areas that are accessible (therefore identifying the
boundary line)
Boundary line expectations are explained in the handbook and made explicit at the
beginning and throughout every Forest School session
Forest School Leader to carry mobile phone during all activities (should further assistance
be required)
STOP! Hand in place to denote Forest School boundary
Temporary boundary rope in place during every Forest School session
All adults to remain vigilant.
If a learner is aware they are lost, they are dealing with a situation that is outside of their
comfort zone
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Action
(by whom)
Action
(by when)

Focus: Route to and from Forest School
What are the hazards?
Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)




An exercise in problem solving and initiative
All adults and learners



Immediately
















Getting lost
Slips, trips and falls
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
Low
Missing Person procedure in place and shared with all adults assisting at Forest School
(found in the Forest School Handbook and Emergency/Incident Procedures Booklet
located in the Emergency Backpack) during briefing meeting
All adults adhere to the Forest School walking route expectations
Learners are trained in the call and response: “1-2-3- Where are you?” “1-2-3- We’re over
here!”
The Forest School walking route (located in the Forest School Handbook) is shared with
all adults during the briefing meeting
Safety sweep conducted prior to session to monitor obstacles or potential dangers, such
as falling branches on pathways; obstacles removed; group informed (if appropriate) of
adaptations to route
First Aid kit in wooden shed
Learners wear appropriate footwear to minimise the risk of slipping and tripping
Adventurous acron Staff hold First Aid certificates
Adventurous acron Staff to greet and accompany learners in the main public car park at
Wendover Woods and walk them to the Forest School site, with Forest School Leader at
of the line and remaining adults dispersed throughout
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)



All learners receive a Forest School Clothing List, making them aware of what is needed
to participate in a Forest School session effectively
 Ratio when walking to Forest School: 1:10 (maximum)
 Development of Gross Motor Skills (GMS)
 Improved balance
 Encourages increased awareness of environment and self within it
Getting Lost:
 Adults to raise the alarm once a learner has gone missing
 Forest School Leader (KL) to lead group to Forest School
 Remaining adults to begin search
 Adult 3 to inform Nursery school and ask for further assistance
Slips, trips and falls:
 Forest School Leader and other qualified adults to administer First Aid to learners
 In the event of an adult requiring First Aid, Forest School Leader (KL) will supervise the
affected Group
 Immediately

Focus: Resources taken to and from Forest School
What are the hazards?
 Hot liquid
 Broken items
 Food/ on trug
Who might be harmed and how?
 Children
(Who is at special risk?)
 Adults
High/Low/Medium
Likelihood
Low
Severity
Low
What are you doing already?
 Forest School Leader to check resources prior and after each Forest School session
(Current control measures, including those for  Forest School Leader to check handle fixings on trug, ensuring they are tight and rust free
people at special risk)
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)




Forest School Leader to check tyres on trug, ensuring they are adequately pumped
Ensure trug tray is not overfilled and that all resources are stable and unable to fall
Stackable plastic boxes to be used, so that they can be wiped clean in order to avoid
cross-contamination of germs
Bungee cords to hold boxes in place (if stacked)
Boxes checked for breakage and splitting and replaced as appropriate
Pictorial representation of resources (enabling learners to assist with checks and enabling
adults to work independently)
Learners take ownership of learning by assisting in gathering and checking resources
Opportunities to learn about and execute responsibilities
Working in partnership with one another
Forest School Leader to check handle fixings on trug, ensuring they are tight and rust free
Forest School Leader to check tyres on trug, ensuring they are adequately pumped
Forest School Leader to ensure trug tray is not overfilled and that all resources are stable
and unable to fall
Forest School Leader to attach bungee cords to hold boxes in place (if stacked)
Forest School Leader to check boxes for breakage and splitting and be responsible for
replacing as required
Daily checks
Fixing and replacements as required










Minor cuts/scrapes; eye damage
Slips, trips and falls
Insect bites/stings (allergic reaction)
Furniture wear and tear (including stores)
Boundary in disrepair
Falling/ Protruding branches
Poisonous Flora/Fauna
Human litter/debris













Action
(by when)
Focus: Forest School Site
What are the hazards?
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Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)








Infection (specifically through consumption)
Head injury, concussion, loss of life
Sun burn/Hypothermia
Lyme Disease
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
Medium to High
General:
 First Aid Kit carried by nursery Staff
 Medical and Emergency Contact Information completed by all learners, informing of
allergic reactions to stings and bites and handed in to Forest School Leader a minimum of
1 week before undertaking activities
 All additional personal medication is checked and in place. Those who require medication
and do not have it will not be able to attend the Forest School session
 Forest School Leader to conduct a safety sweep prior to every Forest School session
 Safety discussion conducted at the beginning of every Forest School session (lead by
Forest School Leader)
Ground Layer:
 All learners are encouraged to wear sturdy shoes/wellies to learn in all-weather conditions
 Trails and paths routinely monitored for obstacles (E.g. Protruding stick/stone; logs; rotten
wood)
 Ground space at site routinely monitored for obstacles (E.g. Holes; uneven ground)
 Ground space at site routinely monitored for litter and debris (E.g. General rubbish;
needles (sharps bucket and disposable vinyl gloves to be used to remove needles and
reported to Ranger))
 Ground level at site routinely monitored for poisonous flora and fauna (E.g. Nightshade;
toadstools; faeces)
 The probability of biting/stinging insects will be evident in a woodland environment and
therefore, all learners are asked to bring their own insect repellent (also available in the
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First Aid Kit)
Mud/Digging Area is in a sign posted and designated location. Learners area made aware
of the ‘dip’ at ground level to enter it
Spades and buckets checked for loose handles and cracks

Shrub Layer:
 Shrub layer at site routinely monitored for obstacles (E.g. Deadwood in smaller trees;
maintenance of thorny/prickly bushes; coppicing undertaken as appropriate)
 All learners are encouraged to wear appropriate clothing (long sleeves and trousers) to
avoid being stung by nettles, caught on bramble thorns/prickly foliage
 Safety sweep enables Forest School Leader to prune bramble growth prior to leading
Forest School session
 Pace of session (E.g. Walk don’t run)
Field Layer:
 Trees at eye-level (both for children and adults) routinely monitored for obstacles (E.g.
Protruding branches of smaller trees)
 Bramble hedges routinely monitored for obstacles (E.g. Protruding/overgrown shrubbery)
Structures (including Base Camp, Composter and Water Butt):
Base Camp:
 Area sheltered from wind and rain (with extended poles in which to attach further shelter –
parachute/tarpaulin)
 Clear ground area 1.5m distance from fire square (see Fire Risk Assessment)
 Ground area routinely monitored for obstacles (E.g. Holes; uneven ground; protruding
wood and stones/small rocks)
 Wooden seating area monitored for wear and tear (E.g. Stability of structure; wood
replacement)
 Seating is at low level (leg step over) to enable children and adults to move freely when
fire is in progress
 Ensure all seating gangways are clear for prompt exit (and wheelchair access when
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required)
Positioning of Base Camp ensures Emergency vehicles can come up to boundary line and
swiftly provide assistance without disturbing the remainder of the area

Wood Stores:
 Routinely monitored for wear and tear (E.g. Identifying splinters; rotten wood; rusty nails;
loose shelving/screens/screws)
 Wood stored vertically and according to thickness in ‘Wood for Building’ (to maintain green
element) and horizontally in ‘Wood for Burning’ store (to develop dry element)
 Learners shown, reminded and supported in collecting and returning wood – taking from
the front; asking an adult for help; two to four children to carry longer branches by walking
forwards
Worm Composter:
 Positioned in the shade and out of direct sunlight
 Feed weekly
 Monthly monitoring of temperature, to ascertain turning (Between 55°C – 72°C)
 Learners taught, reminded and supported.
Water Butt:
 Positioned in the shade out of direct sunlight
 Positioned on flat, leveled and stable surface
 Monitored for algae levels
 Learners taught, reminded and supported how to collect water for activities
 Water not suitable for drinking sign visible
Boundaries:
 Fences used to cordon off Forest School site area
 Rope cordan for tool area
 Rope/tape checked before and after every session to ensure there are no signs of wear
and tear (E.g. Fraying and other external damage)
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Copy of evacuation procedures shared with learners during the safety talk at the
beginning of the session and is located in the Emergency Backpack at Base Camp
STOP! Hand in place across all boundary lines to re-enforce expectations
Vigilance and verbal warnings given by all adults (including children – in the first instance
– to issue the STOP! signal and then find an adult to help)
Most straightforward and clear route possible of emergency vehicle access/assistance in
place

Weather:
 Poor weather procedures in place
 All learners have received an appropriate clothing list prior to attending the session
 All learners will and administer independently (also available in Medical Box – Factor 50+)
or before session.
 Long term (7 days in advance) and short term weather prediction (24hrs in advance)
check in place (BBC Weather)
 Sun Policy in evidence folder in nursery
Activities (including tree climbing):
 Learners are reminded to take care during personalised play and briefly check their
immediate area for hazards (as stated during the sessional safety talk) before undertaking
their chosen activity
 Site-specific risk assessment completed for Forest School site that will be used
 Area boundaries are clearly identifiable and will be adhered to for the duration of the
Forest School activity
 Learners involved in blindfold games will be paired with a sighted partner to avoid slips,
trips and collisions
 Learners who do not wish to be blindfolded will be asked to close their eyes
Tree Climbing:
 Adults test strength of branches before children climb designated tree(s)
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Adults close by when children are climbing trees
Height restriction on 1.5m placed on tree climbing activities (ribbon tied to branch to
indicate maximum height)
Safety check modelled by Forest School Leader – check that it is the designated tree for
climbing; check that adult is close by to let them know that the tree will be climbed; identify
height marker; check ground level and remove any obstacles (fallen branches; rocks etc.
– this would also be checked during the Safety Sweep prior to every Forest School
session)

Rope Tree Swing:/rope ladder
 Swing positioned away from the designated climbing tree(s)
 A maximum 2m height and space is observed around the rope swing, with rounded
wooden posts marking out the boundary and are pegged into the ground
 Ribbon hanging on branch to indicate maximum height restriction
 One learner to use the rope swing at a time with an adult nearby to monitor the
observation of height restriction and turn taking opportunities
 Nervous learners (or those with additional needs) to be accompanied by an adult into the
rope swing area – (Forest School Leader to remind all adults accompanying children to
stand to the side to avoid being hurt)
 Learners to wait in a marked waiting area for a turn (which is located 1.5m away from the
rope swing boundary)
 Forest School Leader to check the rope swing is in good working order during the Safety
Sweep prior to every Forest School session – (Rope in good condition with no fraying or
other visible wear and tear; Slipped noose knot is secure; rope used for swing is of a
different colour to that of the boundary rope/tape and that used for bush craft/building
opportunities; tyre has been cleaned and is free from chemicals; tyre seat is in good
condition without tears or jagged edges and positioned low enough for children to climb
into independently)
 Learners to wear gloves when using the rope swing to avoid burns on the palms of their
hands
 Safety check modelled by Forest School Leader) – check that adult is close by to let them
know that the swing will be in use (or ask for an adult to accompany); identify height
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marker; check ground level and remove any obstacles (fallen branches; rocks etc. – this
would also be checked during the Safety Sweep prior to every Forest School session);
check that there are no other children/adults (unless stated) in the rope swing area before
undertaking task
Building Shelters:
 Learner are taught safe and effective knots as part of the Forest School Rope and String
Procedures
 Rope is brightly coloured to stand out in the Forest School site
 All learners are involved in constructing shelters so that they are aware of their location
 If high winds occur, shelters will be taken down or session will be terminated
 Scissors are attached to the rope bag and must remain with the bag at all times (located
at Base Camp)
 All rope to be collected at the end of the session (if shelters are being dismantled) and
returned to the rope bag. Woodland Explorers staff to check all rope and remove items
which are faulty
Mud Kitchen:
 Forest School Leader to conduct daily checks of counter structures and cauldron tripod
during Safety Sweep session (prior to leading a Forest School session) to ensure that
structures are securely placed on the ground
 All equipment used within the mud kitchen is in good working order (E.g.basins are
complete with smooth edges, pots, pans, cups, saucers and cutlery are metallic and/or
wooden to avoid breakages; visible splinters/jagged edges are removed from wooden
resources)
 All equipment is accounted for and washed at the end of each session to ensure that there
is a lack of cross contamination
 All learners are reminded/instructed to wash hands at the end of the Forest School
session
Hammocks
 Forest school leader to put up hammock’s ( prior to sessions)
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Forest school leader to check safety of hammocks
Check under hammocks the garden underneath
Check branches over hanging
Check thickness of branches
All learners to be shown how to get into and out of hammocks safely
Teaching children to check safety of hammocks before using them

Woodland Playground:
See-Saw:
 Log checked for rot and replaced as and when there is evidence of this (as appropriate)
 Rotten wood collected and placed into compost bin
 Plank checked for evidence of visible splinters and removed prior to Forest School
session taking place
 Learners reminded to keep hands close to ends (nearest to where they are positioned) to
avoid fingers being trapped between the log and the plank
 Adult to be present near area to offer reminders to learners regarding hand positioning
Balance Beam/Hurdles:
 Logs checked for rot and replaced as and when there is evidence of this (as appropriate)
 Rotten wood collected and placed into compost bin
 Planks checked for evidence of visible splinters and removed prior to Forest School
session taking place
 Planks/canes checked for evidence of cracking (and other wear and tear) and replaced as
appropriate
Leg Operated Catapult:
 Catapult to be positioned away from busy areas (E.g. Mud kitchen) and have a maximum
of 1.5m exclusion zone
 Log checked for rot and replaced as and when there is evidence of this (as appropriate)
 Rotten wood collected and placed into compost bin
 Plank checked for evidence of visible splinters and removed prior to Forest School
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session taking place
Plank checked for evidence of cracking (and other wear and tear) and replaced as
appropriate
The operator of the catapult is instructed/reminded to stand to the side when launching
and announce “Catapult being launched!” to allow everyone in the vicinity to move away
appropriately
Learners are instructed/reminded to stand to the side of the catapult behind the operator
when it is being lunched to avoid being hit by plank or object
All learners are reminded to use soft small object on the catapult

Wood & Mud Ball Skittles:
 All wooden skittles checked for visible splinters and removed prior to Forest School
session taking place
 Skittles checked for evidence of cracking (and other wear and tear) and replaced as
appropriate
 Plastic skittles container checked for breakage, splitting and additional wear and tear and
replaced as appropriate
Pond Dipping/Mud Pool:
 Adult to child ratio 1:10 (maximum) with adult present at all times
 Forest school staff to model appropriate stance for all learners when pond dipping –
standing upright at an agreed boundary point of an arm’s length away from the water; long
handled nets to be used; nets to be brought out from water by moving handle backwards
(after checking area is clear)
 All fauna to be returned to the pond after examination with any non-native/invasive and/or
those of scientific interest/rarity reported to the Forest School Leader
 Adventures acorns staff to model appropriate distance for all learners when working
alongside a pond– entering the stream with wellies/waterproof shoes up to the ankle only


All learners are instructed to walk around water and use an arm’s length as a boundary
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)










Risk Benefits

Action

















indication
Forest School expectations in place and shared with all learners (located in the Forest
School Handbook and on visual prompt cards
Safety concerns raised with group, identified by area and appropriate decisions/behaviour
discussed at the beginning of each Forest School session
Learners are taught the rule of ‘no pick, no lick’. All children are instructed to wash/clean
their hands before consuming food and drink; eat/drink in the designated area (i.e. Base
Camp) away from activities; and keep their hands away from their mouths during activities
Learners are taught to make an adult aware of unknown flora/fauna
All learners are reminded to avoid sitting under large trees
Inclement weather conditions are assessed to ascertain the ability to be able to run a
Forest School session
Maintenance of flora to be undertaken by Forest England staff as and when necessary
“1-2-3- Where are you?” game played to re-enforce boundaries and site locations and
provide children with an alarm call and response
Vinyl gloves offered for all nervous participants wishing to undertake ‘messy’ activities
Develop knowledge of insects living within a woodland environment
Learning how to positively approach insects
Organisational and responsibility skills
Learning how to make appropriate decisions
Wild foraging supports the identification of plants and recognising those that are
poisonous and those that are safe
Understanding of the biodiversity of the area
Opportunities to practise knots (developing Fine Motor Skills (FMS))
Collecting, transporting, matching and returning materials of different sizes and shapes
Problem solving through constructing shelters
Social skills development through collaborative learning
Retrieving information from technological sources
Development of accurate observational skills
Development of creativity and critical thinking
Forest School Leader to conduct a safety sweep before every Forest School session and
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(by whom)


Action
(by when)

Focus: Tool Area
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)








make the necessary adjustments (E.g. Throw away litter, move trip hazards if safe to do
so, adapt planning should poisonous flora be in evidence and consider sectioning off the
area (if appropriate))
Forest School Leader and/or Emergency Responder to check First Aid kit and Medical
Box prior to every Forest School session; complete First Aid Kit Checklist and replenish
depleted resources
Forest School Leader to make decision on session going ahead in inclement weather
Daily checks
Resources replaced as required.
Weather decision to be made prior to Forest School session
Forest School Leader to inform participating schools/groups







Misplaced tools
Inappropriate use of tools
Lacerations; loss of digit/limb; loss of life
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
 Trained Forest School Leader to deliver ‘Tool Talk’ and demonstrate the safe use of tools
to all learners, with an introduction of each new tool
 ‘Tool Talk’ includes:
 Behavioural expectations
 Description of tool including working parts
 Safe transportation of tool
 How to pass the tool safely to another person
 Tool storage (How? Where? Why?)
 Tool usage (How? When?)
 Appropriate working distance
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)






Action
(by whom)











Action





Risk Benefits

 Personal Protective Equipment required for tool use
1:1 and/or 1:2 ratio to ensure learner are monitored when using tools
Tools used only in the designated tool area or at designated tree (when coppicing)
Boundary of designated tool area clearly visible
Designated lockable storage area for tools off site
Correct use and maintenance of tools (information included in Forest School Handbook
located in nursery school, forms part of Forest School practice
Tools routinely monitored to ensure appropriate and effective maintenance (information on
tool care included in Forest School Handbook located in the Emergency Backpack)
Pen knife/ Pruning knife stored in lockable box complete with risk assessments
All tools accounted for before and after use (Tool Tracker Sheet to be completed by
Forest School Leader or designated adult in the case of an emergency)
All learners aware of tool storage area
Tool storage area labelled and kept tidy at all times
First Aid kit
Minor/Major Incident/Emergency Procedures in place (found in the Forest School
Handbook and Incident/Emergency Procedures Booklet located in the Emergency
Backpack)
Nursery staff have valid First Aid Certification
G/FMS development through the variety of tool use
Problem solving in working out how to use the tool appropriately and safely
Social skills and teamwork when using a tool with a partner
Opportunities for peer learning
Development of safety awareness
Opportunities to take manageable risks
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
KL to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the Forest School
Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Woodland Explorers staff and other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks
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(by when)

Focus: Bow Saw
What are the hazards?
Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)



















What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)







Maintenance after tool use
First Aid update as and when required

Lacerations to arm/leg (thigh)
Loss of digit/limb
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Learners positioned with back to Forest School site to maintain concentration
Forest School Leader positioned facing the Forest School site, providing additional nearby
supervision
Ratio 1:1 or 1:2 (depending on ability of participant and task)
Kevlar work glove provided (for work piece hand)
Hand guard/plastic tooth guard safety feature on bow saw when not in use
Bow saw to be used in the designate tool area or designated tree (for coppicing) under
adult supervision
All learners taught and supported with safe transportation procedure of bow saw
All leaners taught and supported with appropriate body stance and spacing when using
bow saw
All learners taught, supported and instructed in the appropriate use of the bow saw (both
kneeling and standing)
Bow saw inspected and maintained after use
Bow saw stored in a lockable cupboard offsite
First Aid kit wooden shed
Encourage use of sawhorse provided
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook in the nursery
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Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Pen Knife
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)


























G/FMS development through pushing/pulling action
Social skills and teamwork when using a tool with a partner
Opportunities for peer learning
Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Listening and Attention development opportunities
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Nursery Staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks (when in use)
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required.

Lacerations to arm/leg (thigh)
Blood loss
Loss of digit
Tools misplaced
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Penknife to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest School session
through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the seated or kneeling position with back to Forest School site to
maintain concentration
Ratio 1:1 (with the Forest School Leader directly holding child’s hand to guide –
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)





Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)








Action
(by when)






depending on ability, age and confidence)
Circular locking mechanism at the base of blade to be in position before use and once
blade has been closed
Pen knife to be used in the designate tool area under the supervision of an adult
Learners taught to estimate and respect ‘blood bubble’ (an arm’s length + tool length
space to work in)
Pen knife transported by Forest School Leader in a locked box (complete with risk
assessment information) or a designated adult in the case of an emergency
All learners taught, supported and instructed in the appropriate use of the pen knife
(kneeling or sitting and moving the blade away from the body)
Pen knife to remain locked and stored in a secure box when not in use and kept with the
Forest School Leader.
Pen knife inspected and maintained after use
Pen knife maintenance resources to be close at hand before undertaking activity
Penknife to always be taken back after each Forest School session and stored in a
lockable cupboard
First Aid kit in wooden shed
Encourage learners to open blade away from the body
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook located in the nursery
FMS development through scraping (pushing) action
Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Nursery staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks
Maintenance after tool use
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Focus: Pruning Knife
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)





















First Aid as required

Lacerations to arm/hand
Blood loss
Loss of digit
Tools misplaced
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Pruning knife to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest School
session through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the kneeling position (if using a saw horse) or standing with back to
Forest School site to maintain concentration
Ratio 1:1 (with the Forest School Leader directly holding child’s hand to guide –
depending on ability, age and confidence)
Protective Kevlar work glove to be worn on non-working hand
Safety click mechanism to be heard before using pruning knife for task
Blade to be folded into handle (listening for the safety click) when not in use
Pruning saw to be used in the designate tool area under the supervision of an adult or at
the designated tree if coppicing
Learners taught to estimate and respect ‘blood bubble’ (an arm’s length + tool length
space to work in)
Pruning saw transported by Forest School Leader in a locked box (complete with risk
assessment information) and in the case of an emergency
All learners taught, supported and instructed in the appropriate use of the pruning saw
Pruning saw to remain locked and stored in a secure box when not in use in a lockable
tool shed
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)






Risk Benefits








Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Brace and Bit/Battery Operated Drill
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium













Pruning saw inspected and maintained after use
Pruning saw maintenance resources to be close at hand before undertaking activity
Pruning saw to always be taken back after each Forest School session and stored in a
lockable cupboard
First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
Encourage learners to open blade away from the body
Learners reminded to cut/saw away from hands, legs and body
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found at base camp
FMS development through sawing (pushing/pulling) action
Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Nursery staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required

Lacerations to hand
Blood loss
Muscle/cartilage damage
Tools misplaced
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
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What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)











What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)





Action
(by whom)









Action
(by when)






Risk Benefits

Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Brace and Bit/Battery Operated Drill to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of
every Forest School session through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the kneeling or standing position with back to Forest School site to
maintain concentration
Ratio 1:1 (with the Forest School Leader directly over work piece (if appropriate)
Swivel grips on tool (to avoid blisters)
Brace and bit/Battery Operated Drill to be used in the designate tool area under the
supervision of the Forest School Leader
Learners made aware of transportation method (brace held by handle with bit pointing
down; battery operated drill with bit pointing down and in button in the neutral position)
Brace with bit removed (and stored in box) when not in use in the tool box
Battery Operated Drill to be in the neural position when not in use and placed into a
securely clipped carry case when transporting after use
Brace and bit/Battery Operated Drill (including bits) inspected and maintained after use
First Aid kit carried by a Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook located in wooden shed
FMS development through circular action
Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Interest generated in tool work to those working within a rotational schema
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Nursery staff
Daily checks (when in use)
Maintenance after tool use
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Focus: Billhook
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)

















What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits








First Aid as required

Lacerations to hand
Blood loss
Digit/hand loss
Loss of grip/control causing billhook to move through workspace
Tools misplaced
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Billhook to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest School session
through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the standing position with branch between body and billhook (held in
dominant hand by wooden handle)
Ratio 1:1 or 1:2 (if learners are working together) under adult supervision
Billhook stored in leather sleeve when not in use
Learners taught to position themselves with an empty space behind them (in the event of
loosing control of the billhook)
Learners made aware of transportation method (blade in sleeve pointing downwards, held
by handle)
Billhook stored in designated area in a lockable tool box
Billhook inspected and maintained after use
First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbookin the wooden shed
GMS development
Development of concentration skills
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Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Vegetable Peeler
What are the hazards?
Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)

























Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Interest generated in tool work to those working within a trajectory schema
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Woodland Explorers staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks (when in use)
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required.

Lacerations to hand
Blood loss
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
Low
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Learners positioned with their back to the Forest School site to maintain concentration
Vegetable peelers to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest
School session through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the sitting position moving the peeler away from the body
Ratio 1:2 under adult supervision
Vegetable peelers stored horizontally and in the same direction (handle closest to learner)
in container with lid when not in use
Learners made aware of transportation method (blade in sleeve pointing downwards, held
by handle)
Vegetable peelers stored in designated area in a lockable tool box offsite
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Wooden Mallet
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for

















Vegetable peelers inspected and maintained after use
Vegetable peelers to be used in the designated tool area
First Aid kit in wooden shed clearly labeled
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook in nursery
FMS development
Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
nursery staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks (when in use)
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required









Broken bones
Bruising
Hitting oneself
Splinters
Loss of control
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
Low
 ‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
 Learners positioned with their back to the Forest School site to maintain concentration
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people at special risk)









Wooden mallet to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest School
session through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners taught to position themselves with an empty space behind them (in the event of
loosing control of the mallet)
Learners work in the kneeling position lifting the mallet no higher than their shoulder
Ratio 1:2 under adult supervision
Wooden mallet stored offsite in a tool box out of direct sunlight when not in use
Learners made aware of transportation method (held by handle when walking; when
passing to another learner, hold the top of the tool and offer the handle to the other
person)
Wooden mallet inspected and maintained after use
Wooden mallet to be used in the designated tool area
First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook in nursery
F/GMS development
Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required




Loss of digit
Children







What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Loppers
What are the hazards?
Who might be harmed and how?
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(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium



What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)










What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)
Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

















Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Learners positioned with their back to the Forest School site to maintain concentration
Loppers to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest School session
through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the kneeling/standing position (depending on activity)
Ratio 1:1 (Controllers and Assistant roles allocated before use)
Non-slip handles
Loppers stored in a tool shed offsite with the handles facing upwards when not in use
Learners made aware of transportation method (carried with jaws closed and pointing
downwards, always holding the loppers by the handles)
Loppers always used away from the body
Loppers inspected and maintained after use
Loppers to be used in the designated tool area or at designated tree (if coppicing)
First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook in nursery
F/GMS development
Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Social skills development, through working in partnership
Language and listening skills development, through following and acting on instructions
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
Staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
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Action
(by when)





Focus: Secateurs
What are the hazards?
Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium





What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)











What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)







Risk Benefits



Daily checks (when in use)
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required

Loss of digit
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
‘Tool Talk’ given prior to undertaking activity
Learners positioned with their back to the Forest School site to maintain concentration
Secateurs to be accounted for at the beginning and the end of every Forest School
session through the completion of the Tool Tracker Sheet
Learners work in the standing position on level ground
Ratio 1:1 (or adult only on instruction given by the child – depending on ability, age and
confidence)
Blade is locked when not in use and stored in a secure box within locked tool shed
Gloves worn when using secateurs
Secateurs stored in a secure box in a lockable tool box offsite with blades locked and
handles pointing nearest to the learner
Learners made aware of transportation method (Blade locked, secateurs placed in a
secure hard case for transportation)
Wood size designation in place – no larger than your thumb
Secateurs inspected and maintained after use
Secateurs to be used in the designated tool area or at designated tree (if coppicing)
First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook in nursery
FMS development
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Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Rope and String
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)



























Development of concentration skills
Development of safety awareness
Social skills development, through working in partnership
Language and listening skills development, through following and acting on instructions
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required

Friction burns
Strangulation
Lacerations to hand (through use of scissors)
Tripping/Falling over
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
Medium – High
Learners are reminded during safety talks about appropriate use of string and rope (E.g.
Tying up other learners is unacceptable and dangerous)
Dangers identified and discussed with all learners
Knots checked by adults (if building shelters) for durability and stability before entering
Designated scissors used under adult supervision
Designated area for storage of ‘Rope Bag’ (at Base Camp during the session)
All string/rope collected at the end of the session and returned to ‘Rope Bag’
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)

Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)

Focus: Storm/Kelly Kettle
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)

















First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook in njursery
Learners removed from area should expectations not be followed
Behaviour issues procedure in place
FMS development
Development of safety awareness
Social skills development, through working in partnership
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Daily checks
Maintenance after tool use
First Aid as required







Burns
Scalding (body (including face and particularly mouth)
Explosion of kettle
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
 Learners are reminded during safety talks about fire safety (see Fire Risk Assessment
below)
 Dangers identified and discussed with all learners (E.g. Scalding; burns; explosions)
 Checked for leaks
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)

Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Action
(by when)



















Monitor Storm/Kelly Kettle at all times
Ensure it is on a sturdy, level, non-flammable base (it has a high centre of gravity)
Feed flames through chimney
Plug to be removed before boiling
Fire glove/gauntlet to be worn
Kettle to be transported using the handle or passed by holding the top of the tool and
offering the handle to the other person
Ratio 1:1
Safe working distance identified (Arm’s length when feeding the fire; 1.5m around fire
circle)
Adult to pour drink (after allowing to cool) into plastic cup
Fire area to be cleared and extinguished once cooled
First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
All safety, positioning, spacing, transportation, method of use, inspection and maintenance
information found in Forest School Handbook
All long hair to be tied back
Loose clothing to be tucked in before undertaking task
Following instructions accurately
Development of safety awareness
Social skills development, through working in partnership
Responsibility in caring for resources
Forest School Leader to account for all tools and complete Tool Tracker Sheet
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook
Forest School Leader to account for all tools in the case of an emergency
staff and/or other qualified adults to administer First Aid
Checked prior to use
Maintenance after use
First Aid as required
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Focus: Fire
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)







Burns
Smoke inhalation
Fire going out of control
Children
Adults
Likelihood
Low
Severity
High
Managing the Fire Site:
 Fire site is level
 Trip hazards (large stones/rocks; protruding sticks) removed
 Earth exposed area created in which to locate fire circle
 Nearby trees routinely monitored to ensure no overhanging branches (5m height) are
directly above the fire
 Ratio 1:1 when tending the fire or cooking on the fire
 Seating positioned a distance of 1.5m from the fire square
 Fire square barrier in place and pegged securely into the ground to retain heat, conserve
fuel and protect learners
 All learners work from the kneeling position to maintain balance and prevent falling into
the fire
 All learners have been trained in safe movement around the fire site and step over lowlevel seating and walk around the outer edge of the circle to another seat, never crossing
the inner area
 Access/Exit paths available at the end of each bench for easy access for Emergency
Services
 A fire will not be lit until all learners can demonstrate the expectations appropriately
 Learners remain seated until directed by an adult
 Forest School Leader trained and assessed in fire construction and management
 All learners are taught to organise fuel for the fire (sticks) according to size
 All learners are taught how to manage a fire
 All learners are taught how to extinguish a fire
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When demonstrating to a group, the fire will be constructed in a fire basket
Fires will be constructed in a fire basket at all times

Extinguishing the fire and leaving the site:
 Fire to be extinguished by a designated adult (Forest School Leader and/or nominated
adult) using a watering can and rose and stirred until all smoke and steam has ceased
 If a fire has been constructed on the ground, ensure that holes are made in the ground
using a long stick to enable water to penetrate to the depth of the heat
 Wherever possible, all fuels to be burnt to ash
 Fire is checked that it is completely out and cooled using water
 Site is left tidy, and returned to its original state (as far as possible)
Health and Safety (including Cooking):
 Forest School Leader carries mobile phone to all activities
 Fires are lit in purpose built fire basket only and/or above procedures followed when
lighting a fire at ground level
 Fire Bag established (with resources needed to build, maintain and extinguish a fire –
contents list found in Forest School Handbook, with a copy in the Fire Bag)
 Fire blanket positioned in an easily accessible position at the fire site
 5l bottle of water positioned in an easily accessible position at the fire site to extinguish
flames and cool burns
 First Aid kit (including burns kit) available at all times
 Fire lit using a striker (flint and steel) to natural tinder by an adult or learner (depending on
ability, age and confidence) under close supervision (E.g. Hand on hand)
 Adding fuel is conducted under 1:1 supervision, with stick being placed from the side of
the fire
 Fire/glove gauntlet will be used
 Fire Emergency procedures in place (located in Forest School Handbook with a copy in
the Fire Bag)
 Lighting equipment stored in Fire Bag (in a waterproof box) when not in use
 No flammable liquids to be used to accelerate fire
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What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)

Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)

Weather conditions checked before lighting fire
All equipment to be maintained

Cooking:
 Additional water (in Aqua Roll) is available to put out fire
 Burns kit available as part of First Aid kit
 Only Vegetarian and/or Vegan foods to be cooked on the fire (to avoid food poisoning and
cross-contamination)
 First Aid kit carried by Forest School Leader
 Fire expectations shared with all learners during safety talks at the beginning of Forest
School sessions (E.g. Moving around the fire site; smoke inhalation)
 Fire Safety Policy in place and located in the Forest School Handbook (with a copy in the
Fire Bag)
 All long hair to be tied back
 Loose clothing to be tucked in before undertaking task
 Forest School Leader,
 Following instructions accurately
 Development of safety awareness and respect for fire
 Social skills development, through working in partnership and dealing appropriately and
calmly in an emergency situation (should this arise)
 Responsibility in caring for resources
 Motor skill development – collecting wood; use of fire striker (steel and flint); managing
campfire
 Tree identification opportunities when collecting wood
 Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook (learners to be supported with this skill)
 Forest School Leader and/or Woodland Explorers staff and/or other qualified staff to
administer First Aid
 Forest School Leader to check First Aid kit and replenish (completing First Aid Kit
Checklist)
 Forest School Leader to work at fire activities with learners
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Forest School Leader and/or other nominated adult to extinguish fire in the event of an
emergency
Forest School Leader to check weather conditions 24hrs before leading fire activity and
make a decision as to whether to proceed
Aqua Roll taken to and returned from Forest School by Forest School Leader
Forest School Leader to maintain Fire Bag
All equipment checked prior to use
Equipment maintenance after use
Weather conditions checked before undertaking fire activity
First Aid as required
First Aid kit checked daily and replenished as and when appropriate
Fire Bag checked daily and replenished as and when appropriate





Spread of Covid-19 during Forest School Session/Training
Contracting Covid-19 within a group setting
Further cross-contamination within the community



Action
(by when)

Focus: Covid-19
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
(Who is at special risk?)
High/Low/Medium
What are you doing already?
(Current control measures, including those for
people at special risk)

Note: The risk factor for children and younger people (without underlying health conditions) is
significantly less than for older people (including staff) and the wider community (where up to
1/3 of the population have underlying health conditions.) The risk factor for vulnerable people
is very high and so the control measures must be implemented rigorously to lover the residual
risk.
 Children
 Adults
Likelihood
Medium
Severity
High
UK Government Guidance 23-03-2020:
 The UK government has announced new rules (https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus) people
have to follow to help tackle the Coronavirus emergency.
 At this point, only key workers should be leaving the house to work.
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The government has opted to operate schools at a reduced capacity – being open for the
children of key workers and vulnerable children only.
The government are asking nurseries and private schools to do the same. This means
that Forest School sessions should only be provided for the children of key workers or
vulnerable people.

The NHS Recommends:
 Wash your hands with soap and water often – do this for at least 20 seconds
 Always wash your hands when you get home or into work
 Use hand sanitizer gel if soap and water are not available
 Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when you cough
or sneeze
 Put used tissues in the bin immediately and wash your hands afterwards
 Avoid close contact with people who have symptoms of coronavirus
 Do not touch your eyes, nose or mouth if your hands are not clean

What further action is necessary?
(Further Control Measures)

The Forest School Association (www.foretschoolassociation.org):
 Recognises that, as in schools, social distancing is not practical during Forest School
sessions but the overall risk of infection is must be less due to the outdoor nature of
Forest School and the smaller group sizes.
 Advises that alcohol gel is particularly unsuitable in a Forest School setting, where hands
are likely to be covered in mud and soil.
 Advises Forest School Leaders not to provide services for learners who would not be
ordinarily together.
 Advises Forest School Leaders to limit the number of outside contacts that the group has.
We are informing people to:
 Follow the NHS recommendations listed above
 If tested positive self-isolate for 10 days in line with NHS guidance
 Not share food or drink
We are actively and regularly:
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Risk Benefits

Action
(by whom)













Action
(by when)





Designing sessions that take Covid-19 into account
Cleaning equipment that is shared or that encourages close contact with the face (E.g.
Binoculars, mirrors and some kitchen resources)
Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched objects and surfaces (E.g. Doorknobs, taps,
kitchen and bathroom surfaces, chairs, tools, cups, cutlery, tools)
Informing ourselves of updated HSE & Government advice and following this accordingly
Providing correct hand sanitizer and hygiene products
Keeping an open and informed dialogue with all learners
We are informing people to seek further guidance about community transmission to more
vulnerable groups (see HSE Guidance)
Out of doors in nature reduces stress, keeps immunity strong, builds resilience and
community and keeps us physically healthy
Reduces blood pressure
Well being
Forest School Leader to lead by example and encourage all learners to follow and adhere
to guidance set down by the Government and the NHS
Forest School Leader to follow care and maintenance instructions as set down in the
Forest School Handbook (learners to be supported with this skill)
Forest School Leader and/or staff and/or other qualified staff to administer First Aid
Forest School Leader to check First Aid kit and replenish (completing First Aid Kit
Checklist)
Forest School Leader to ensure there are appropriate hand washing facilities available
throughout the session
Tippy Tap taken to and returned from Forest School by Forest School Leader
Forest School Leader to maintain Fire Bag
Forest School Leader to remove any learner from the session if they show signs of Covid19 (stopping the session if it is necessary to do so) and inform participating school of the
decision, so that they can make arrangements to inform the wider school community
All equipment checked and sanitized prior to use and regularly during use
Equipment maintenance after use
First Aid as required
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Name (Please Print)

First Aid kit checked daily and replenished as and when appropriate
Tippy Tap to be disinfected and thoroughly cleaned before and after Forest School
sessions with regular disinfection during Forest School sessions
Immediate removal of learners with suspected Covid-19 and potential cessation of Forest
School session

Designation:
Headteacher & Forest School Leader

Signature:

Basia Dowling
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APPENDIX C
Miscellaneous
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Learning Agreement for Forest School
The School

The Family

The Child

We will aim to work in
partnership
with
Adventures acorn to:
Provide high quality
teaching and learning
through a broad and
balanced curriculum
Value each child as an
individual

I/we will aim to work in
partnership with the
school and its staff to:
Ensure that my child will
attend school regularly
and on time

I will aim to follow the
expectations of Forest
School:
I will be gentle

Ensure that my child is
equipped appropriately
for Forest School
Let the school know
about any concerns and
issues
which
might
affect
my
child’s
behaviour or progress
Support my child in
opportunities
for
learning at home
Support
the
school
policies
and
their
expectations
for
promoting
good
behaviour
Respond promptly to
school correspondence
To attend the children’s
celebration of Forest
School learning

I will be kind

Understand that each
child has his/her own
learning style

Encourage each child to
achieve their personal
best in all areas
Provide opportunities for
children to learn and
practice new skills

Encourage collaborative
learning
Provide a high ratio of
adults to children

Ensure
all
adults
working
with
our
children are fit to do so
 Signed:

______________


Dated:
______________



I will try my best

I will be honest

I will listen to others

I will look after living
things
I
will
follow
the
Adventurous
acorn
Forest School learning
and
behaviour
expectations

Signed:
______________



Signed:
______________

Dated:
______________



Dated:
______________
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Staff and Volunteers Form
Please date and sign below to confirm you have read the adventurous acorns
Forest School Handbook, including policies, procedures, and risk
assessments.
Date

Print Name

Signature
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Forest School Evaluation Form
Session Date
Group & Leader





Overview of Session
Delivery
Activities undertaken
by group
Factors
effecting
delivery



Learning
&
Development
Outcomes
for the
group – observations
and comments from
leaders and learners



Observations relating
to learning, behaviour
and development



Examples
of
play
occurring in the group
that supports holistic
learning
and
development
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Examples
of
interventions
where
leaders
provide
additional support or
guidance aimed at
encouraging
appropriate behaviour
and
promoting
learning
and
development
General
feedback
from group
Input & ideas for next
session
Changes
to
the
following sessions

Safety issues that
arose
during
the
session
or
near
misses
How issues were dealt
with
Recommended
changes to policy or
procedure to ensure
issues are mitigated
First Aid kit used?
Accident log made?
What
needs
restocking?

Date completed

Signed
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APPENDIX D
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Working Document Note
Adaptations 2021 – 2022:
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Forest School Location Maps
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